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IDOR FLASHBACKS
M.99 each pbk

ir dark tales set in Tudor times. Betrayal, deceit,

danger and death are just some of the ingredients

these sizzling stories, which feature some of the

intriguing characters in English history.
N

REAL LIVES
i World War II Children ~"̂ ^̂ Q| A&CBIACK

?r<e#|Victorian Country Children
[£/0.99 each hbk

[Real life stories of nine children living during ground-breaking periods in

[history. John lived through the war and saw a bomb drop into his front

[garden. Poor Sarah had a tough childhood in a Victorian workhouse.

| j To order please contact A&C Black t- 01480 212666 e; sales@acblack.com

www.axJ>lack.com

CHILDREN'S LAUREATE 2001-2003

'A children's writer of rare gifts'
TES

v ^i 'Intelligent, funny
and true'

; Times

*A wonderfully

\y and

perceptive glimpse
of the inner lives

_ r\_ «. »

Guardian

n
ChW

Also available:

www.kidsatrandomhouse.co.uk

A N N E F I N E
A N N E FINE

A Shame to Miss
Three wonderfully irresistible collections of some of

the best - and best-loved - poems for young readers:
poems it really would be a shame to miss.The younger
collections each also contain footnotes from Anne Fine

to help readers really 'get' the poems first time.

'The range of the Children's
Laureate's selections and her pithily

helpful comments are a joy'
TES
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EDITORIAL
T he ancient Greeks with the myth of

Oedipus and Shakespeare with
Hamlet knew a great deal about

what Freud was later to call the Oedipus
complex. The contribution of psycho-
analysis to critical discourse around
literature (or indeed art, film and music) is
not therefore to do with the imposition of
an alien way of thinking but rather to do
with attempts to put into words and find
ways of thinking about what is already
known to us both in our inner worlds and
in our stories.
In this issue Margaret Meek celebrates the
reprint of Margaret and Michael Rustin's
seminal study of a number of key
children's novels, Narratives of Love and
Loss: Studies in Modern Children's
Fiction*. First published sixteen years ago,
this important book was the first to bring
together ideas about the evaluation of
literary quality with an understanding of
sociological issues and of the 'poetic
realism' to be found in fictional
representations of development within
characters' inner worlds. The Rustins'
exploration of'emotional resonance' from
a psychoanalytical point of view allows us
to give weight and understanding to the
symbolic meaning and emotional
conviction of good children's fiction in a
way that remains surprisingly under-

The Little Match Girl' from The Classic Tales of Hans
Christian Andersen, meriting a five-star review on page 20.

Rosemary Stones

developed in current critical approaches
to children's literature. It also, of course,
helps us to understand why certain books
resonate so intensely with young readers
at particular points in their lives.
But fictional characters are not real as
Melvin Burgess points out in his website
response to my comments on his novel,
Robbers on the Road**. Is there a danger
of the ludicrous misapplication of
psychology', as he claims in his letter on
page 15 of this issue? Readers of BfK will,
of course, make up their own mind both
about Burgess's book and my discussion
of it.
The Rustins, however, in choosing to
discuss such outstanding examples of
children's fiction as Charlotte's Web,
Carrie's War, Tom's Midnight Garden etc,
argue that the authors of these books
'have imagined situations and persons as
if they were real. They have made
connections between the different events
of their story and the feelings of their
characters with an intuitive grasp of the
way people thus imagined are or would
be.' They add: 'If (fictional characters)
cannot be responded to as plausible
representations of some reality, whether
internal or external, whether of the
writer's or some other people's
experience, they will seem to have little
point of connection with the reader's
world.'

* Narratives of Love and Loss: Studies in Modern
Children's Fiction by Margaret Rustin and
Michael Rustin is published by Karnac Books.
** Robbers on the Road by Melviri Burgess is
published by A & C Black at £8.99.
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Non-Fiction Publishing:
In recent times authors such as J K Rowling, Philip Pullman and Jacqueline Wilson have ensured that
no one need complain about children's books occupying the Cinderella slot in the publishing world.
Children's fiction is now up there alongside adult bestsellers, and the announcement of the launch date
of the fifth Harry Potter title even had ramifications in the grown-up world of the City. But what of non-
fiction? How many people could name a bestselling children's non-fiction author? Some might cite a
publisher or a series, but no single name stands out. And when did you last see non-fiction books
reviewed in the major dailies? Yet many non-fiction lists are not only profitable but have a vital part to
play in our children's education. But how are these books created? Sue Unstead explores.

W
ith a few exceptions it is generally the case that non-
fiction books are the work of a team of editors,
designers, illustrators, photographers, paper
engineers and inventive printers with a supporting

cast of computer whizz kids skilled in Photoshop and Quark. The
author is only one member of such a team and he or she may in
addition be supported by a raft of consultants, educational
specialists and other august bodies. Perhaps more than any other
area of children's publishing, non-fiction is driven by the market
rather than the muse. Publishers create their lists to meet the needs
of the National Curriculum, especially to support new subject areas.
A recent example of this is the plethora of books on Citizenship,
and we can stand by for a surge of books on foreign languages as
this is introduced at primary level. Publishers are also looking to
support the reference needs of children doing school and
homework projects, as well as responding to current trends or
interests, while at the preschool level there is a burgeoning market
for early learning materials for babies and toddlers.

Co-editions
Most illustrated non-fiction requires the kind of investment that
cannot be supported by the UK market alone. Publishers must
therefore seek international partners to achieve the necessaiy
economies of scale, not just in English-speaking markets but around
the world. Dummied-up covers and presentation spreads will be
prepared for showing at the major bookfairs like Bologna and
Frankfurt, although follow-up sales trips may continue all year
round. One bestselling encyclopedia was reputed to have flown
around the world more times than a BA pilot before it was
published. The major players have become adept at creating books
that 'travel well' and present few problems for the purchasing
publisher. Creative editors and designers must also become
knowledgeable about the needs of the international market and the
pitfalls that could make a book look too 'British'. Expect an editor
therefore to bone up on the US curriculum or French history and
to know which species of bird, butterfly and tree are familiar to Old
and New World readers alike. Remember too that Christmas in
Australia is in high summer and that the Southern Cross is shining
in the night sky rather than the Plough (or Big Dipper for US
readers). Right-hand drive or left-hand? And what about uniforms
for police, fire officers and postmen?
Is there a risk of producing anodyne books - a publishing
equivalent of the characterless hotel room that could be anywhere
or nowhere? Yes, of course, but against this you must set the benefit
of sharing the expertise - as well as valued friendship over the
years - of partners around the world. For a children's editor there
is always something new to learn from the market.

Encyclopedias and reference books
The biggest investment for any publisher is a full-scale
encyclopedia, a major undertaking which may take several years
involving a huge creative team, some in-house, some working on a
freelance basis. DK is perhaps the best-known player in this field,
with encyclopedias tailored for particular age groups as well as
subject areas. The planning of the 3-volume DK Illustrated Family
Encyclopedia for example took over two years and was another
two years in the making, with over 50 staff involved. Creative teams

POLAR EXPLORATION
WHEN EXPLORERS FINALLY REACHED the North and

South Poles in the early 20th century, their
journeys were the last heroic voyages of
discover)'. Although navigators had always

known about the location or the Arctic, the existence of the
Antarctic land mass was not proven until 1820. Icy deserts
covering both Poles make these mysterious places the harshest
environments on Earth. Conditions include raging winds, siib-
/.ero temperatures, and a lack of food. Polar explorers needed
incredible stamina, resourcefulness, and courage - many died
in the attempt to conquer the world's last frontiers.

Race to the South Pole
'"'; Alter tlic lint reliable sighting of the Antarctic in
,-7 1820, expeditions from France, the USA, ami
\n in.u'jK-d uu- c'vtstline, liueiior exploration
I did not begin unt i l 19(10, hut by I 'MM ,t r.«v «.t
" mi between Britain's (.aplain Scott ;18('S-I')12)

and Norway's Amtindn-n to Iv tin- first to
tch tlic SuutK Pole.

Modern researc
Although the point
regions lure mm been •
<-vpioi , \  , t ; - ; , i in.'.Pi'L'd. | j
mult inat ional <t.mom T*T
s t i l l c i . tulu, : M-k- i i t i lk I I
,vs , , ,u l , . p J m,uU!v !' "

From DK Illustrated Family Encyclopedia.

concentrate on particular strands of an alphabetical encyclopedia -
the arts or natural history for example - rather than ploughing
through from A to Z, but a strong editorial hand is needed to ensure
that the balance and approach is consistent throughout and that
cross-referencing is properly tied up. Many of the contributors are
likely to be experienced writers of non-fiction, many of whom may
have graduated from their editorial desks or have moved over from
teaching. Others are drawn from museums and other institutions,
the best of whom will combine specialist knowledge with first-hand
experience of working with children.
All the major players in the field - like DK, Kingfisher and OUP -
acknowledge that the internet has affected sales of the big
reference book and, as schools make better use of computers, this
trend in unlikely to be reversed. Usborne's response has been to
create a range of 'internet-linked' encyclopedias, although the link'
promised in the title actually amounts to little more than a
forwarding service to a range of websites. In some ways the
challenge presented is a healthy one and should be a spark to
creativity. Christopher Davis, Publisher at DK, maintains that if the
book is to compete with the internet it must offer more. 'You have
to surprise people, by finding new ways to document the world,
new techniques to make the book less static.' He acknowledges the
vacuum created by the death of Pierre Marchand, the inspirational
French children's publisher once at Gallimard. 'He was the great
inventor - we need to pick up that mantle.'
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The Facts of the Matter
Mummies and coffins
The Egyptians tried to stop dead
people's bodies from rotting away.

They thought this would allow
them to have another life after

they died. They took out the
person's insides,
dried the body out
and wrapped it in
bandages. Bodies
kept like this are
called mummies.

The insides of the
body were kept in
jars like these.

Mummies were put
inside painted wooden

coffins like this one.

Picture writing
Egyptian writing was made up of lots of small
pictures, or symbols, called hieroglyphs (say
"hi-ro-giiffs"). There were over 700 different
symbols. Here are just a few of them:

See if you can spot the
symbols for "I", "N",
"R" and "I" in this
Egyptian painting.

Ancient Egypt from Usborne Internet-linked Children's Encyclopedia.

Series publishing
The legacy of the fruitful joint partnership between Marchand and
DK is Eyewitness, undoubtedly the most successful non-fiction
series in the field, sold around the world to the tune of more than
50 million copies. Eyewitness Guides found new ways of
presenting information with startling clarity. Photography was taken
to its limits with exploded images of a car or a skeleton, cutaways
of intricate models of a ship or building as well as time-lapse
sequences and freeze-frame action shots. Each of the books was
created by a team of up to eight people with designer and editor
sitting side by side to reinvent the subject. Opportunism often
played a part as an expedition to the storehouse of a museum in
search of one item would throw up other unexpected finds. Model
makers - often from film or TV backgrounds - would be
commissioned to create extraordinarily detailed latex models of a
dinosaur or a shark, a human head or a molecule. Inventive
photographers able to build special sets or construct elaborate
scaffolding to get that overhead shot were part of the cast list.
Eyewitness has now been successfully relaunched in paperback
with dramatic new covers and additional information relating to the
UK Curriculum.
Support for the curriculum is also to be found amongst the many
series put out by publishers specialising in the school and library
market, such as Watts and Hodder Wayland. At Watts a core of
creative staff in house is supplemented by teams of freelancers, but
they work closely with a focus group of teachers, librarians and
external consultants. MD Marlene Johnson confirms that they
remain 'very clearly focused on the educational market rather than
the trade', as a result of which they command respect and loyalty
from teachers and librarians.

The author's voice
Sometimes one feels it's hard to pick out individual voices in this
non-fiction area. Encyclopedic bites of information are all veiy
well, but you long to hear an author's voice. To some extent this
explains the popularity of Terry Deaiy's Horrible History series
for Scholastic, although Martin Brown's accompanying cartoon
illustrations go down a treat with 10-year-olds. However much we
adults may groan at the relentlessly jokey tone, you cannot get
away from the fact that these are non-fiction books that children
choose to read for pleasure. Their success has spawned a whole
range of parallel series, which Scholastic sell in both the book trade
(where children collect them like badges) and in the educational
market (where parents and teachers support them).

into the shapes of castles atkS animate of various

Fn November 153!, Henry had five banquets at
which he and his guenU ate. . .
2-1 b*.-?t\

Terrible Tudor fun
and games
Blood sports
5n the Middle Ages people worked long hours, i)ut
they had »i rnueh wone d.y in thn* ,-u« holy day (a
saint's day usually) or holiday. What did they do?

And what did they do on those- long dark winter
nights? No television r "- records or cinema,

-•) watched

Many dishes were mor« for *hnw thrm siting, A
pencocic ivDiii,, 1* akinned, roasted, tlwn put l>ock ' •
infa) its skin for serving, A "cockatrice" would be
made by sewing the front half of * cockerel onto tiio
back half of a baby pig before rowting.

9ft

Above, The Terrible Tudors with 10th Anniversary
playing cards; below, a well camouflaged

moth from Journey into the Rainforest.

Authors, or illustrators, who are passionate about their subject are
the ones publishers love to work with. Their enthusiasm is
infectious and can permeate the entire book. Tim Knight, wildlife
photographer and nature conservationist, found himself pitched
into writing a children's book through a chance meeting with a
publisher. His Journey into the Rainforest published by OUP
takes you deep into the heart of a tropical rainforest. Written in the
present tense, it has an immediacy that instantly engages the
reader's attention. A companion volume on an African safari is just
as convincing.

Author and illustrator partnerships
The right marriage of author and illustrator, so vital in a picture
book, is just as important in non-fiction. Think of The Way Things
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MOVIE CAMERA
M oving pictures depend on illusion, not only in the

acting but in our eyes. A movie film consists of a
series of still pictures seen In rapid succession. After it
leaves the screen, each image persists in the eye until
the next image arrives. Our eyes merge the separate
images together to give an illusion of motion.

A movie camera photographs a sequence of still
images on a strip of film. It normally takes 24 pictures
or frames every second. The film is still when each
picture is taken, and moves on between exposures.

makes « loop be/ore
and after the gate. The loops
enable, the film to be moved
tmmmtfcwly f J i r o u h th
g«(c ly the clow

REFLEX VlEWFtNDER
The shutter s sitt/fiee reflects the light beam
from the lens as it covers tJir/il»i, .««$«# (ftp
light info the viewfmdcr The camera
sees flic moving scene (hat is

km.

From Petty and Maizels The Super Science Book.
iEXPOSURE BEGINS
The dmv is disengaged from the ^iun.':rt
Mrs in
shutlermmes in from of the slill/iim,

m'iii£ (lie ictis fo fof?ti (if) image on
film.

2 EXPOSURE ENDS
Tt:c s/mHcf begins to cut oj^f the tigl»
reaching thefltm. McamMIe thr oa

(omistr f l i

From The New Way Things Work.

Work by illustrator David Macaulay and author Neil Ardley, or the
recently published Gold by Stephen Biesty and Meredith Hooper.
Fruitful partnerships can often produce exciting results like the

individualistic books on grammar, science and music by Kate Petty
and Jenny Maizels. One suspects that they are a pretty self-sufficient
team allowed to get on with it by their publisher. Similarly Jane
Bull's wonderfully inventive range of activity books bears the
hallmark of a strong creative voice. Jane was for many years a key
designer at DK, both in-house and as a freelancer, but in her new
role as author and creator of these books she has really found her
metier. Stylish, clever and witty, you feel confident that she has not
only tested all the projects herself but used her own children to
ensure that adult help is quite superfluous.

Gtrard gazes out of the window at children playing on a frozen
nniiil . Tin: gold dric,v on to tin: page, glowing decoration in a
precious Book of Hours.

1

they wriggle from
their shells.

From Gold. From the Read and Wonder series, One Tiny Turtle.
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Keeping close to your audience
Creative publishers and editors can work wonders, but in spite of
listening closely to the marketplace, it can be all too easy to lose
touch with the end user - the child. This is never more evident than
in books for the tricky 5-8 age group, at a stage when newly
emergent readers, especially boys, may seek out non-fiction.
Keeping texts simple enough for the reading ability while
maintaining a child's interest is no easy task. Walker's outstanding
Read and Wonder series, many by established fiction authors,
treated non-fiction as though it were fiction, resulting in simple
flowing texts that are a pleasure to read out loud. Watts'
Wonderwise series by husband-and-wife team Mick Manning and
Brita Granstrom are another example of simple books perfectly
pitched at their audience. For sheer inventiveness at this age group
it is hard to better the First Discovery series, originally created by
Pierre Marchand at Gallimard. Outstanding artwork, superb quality
printing and production with acetate pages that reveal surprises at
every turn - a simple concept brilliantly executed.

From First Discovery series, The Wind.

TRENCHES
•illy sum*,

1M Western front 1114-1911

.

Fact or Fiction
The crossover between fiction and non-fiction, often inelegantly
dubbed 'faction', is an area where picture book authors and
illustrators often succeed, but it is a tricky path to tread. Scholastic,
ever tuned to the need to encourage reading amongst boys, have
produced a boys' version of their series My Story, in which
different periods of history are explored through the eyes of a
young participant. So in Trafalgar, we have the story of a young
midshipman on board HMS Norseman in Nelson's fleet, and in The
Trenches the account of Billy Stevens, enlisted at sixteen to fight
on the Western Front. However much one might wish that readers
turned to original or contemporary material, these little paperbacks
with supporting illustrations and factual notes provide good
historical introductions tailor-made for the 12+ age group. My own
personal favourite is the account of the Dunkirk rescue in The
Little Ships, told in a moving story by Louise Borden with
atmospheric illustrations by Michael Foreman.

Early Learning
The preschool area has become
an increasingly important sector
of the market to satisfy parental
hunger to develop their babies'
potential and prepare their
toddlers for school. The borders
between picture books and
non-fiction begin to blur here,
but photography can still be an
exciting and appropriate
medium in the hands of creative
designers and editors. Priddy
Bicknell stand out here as the
most exciting new kid on the
block. You only have to open
up the pages of their books -
bursting with colourful photos, flaps, scratch and sniff panels,
secret envelopes, mirrors and sparkly bits - to know that the
creators have had a whale of a time producing them. Nothing
remotely serious or earnest here - sheer unadulterated fun, high-
quality production and amazing value, but also great educational
content. The reaction of my six-year-old on sight of I want to be a
Firefighter was to roll his eyes to heaven and gasp 'WOW!!'
Perhaps this says it all. The very best non-fiction should convey a
sense of wonder and excitement and engender a thirst for finding
out more. Children come to this table like empty vessels. We owe
to them to offer only the finest food and drink. •

From The Little Ships.

Books
mentioned
DK Illustrated Family
Encyclopedia
DK, 0 7513 3929 6, 1024pp, 3 vols in
slipcase, £49.99 hbk
Eye-witness Guides
DK, 72pp, £5.99 each pbk
Usborne Internet-Linked
Encyclopedias
Various titles such as Ancient
Egypt, World Geography, World
History, Science etc.
Horrible Histories
Terry Deary, Scholastic, prices vary
approx. £3.99 pbk
Journey into the Rainforest
Tim Knight, OUP, 48pp,
0 19 910731 9, £6.99 pbk
The New Way Things Work
David Macaulay, DK, 400pp,
0 7513 5643 3, £19.99 hbk
The Magic Book (or The Cooking
Book or The Halloween Book)
Jane Bull, DK, 48pp, 0 7513 3949 0,
£5.99 hbk
Gold
Stephen Biesty and Meredith
Hooper, Hodder, 48pp, 0 340 78855
0, £14.99 hbk

The Super Science Book (or The
Great Grammar Book or The
Magniflcient I Can Read Music
Book)
Kate Petty and Jenny Maizels, Bodley
Head, 0 370 32584 2, £14.99 hbk

Read and Wonder series
Walker, approx. 30 titles, prices vary
approx. £9.99 hbk, £4.99 pbk

Wonderwise series
Mick Manning and Brita Granstrom
(and others), Franklin Watts, approx.
17 titles, £10.99 hbk, £4.99 pbk
First Discovery series
Moonlight, approx. 150 titles, prices
vary from £2.99 to £9.99 hbk

My Story:
Trafalgar
Biyan Perrett, Scholastic, l60pp,
0 439 99421 7, £4.99 pbk
The Trenches
Jim Eldridge, Scholastic, l60pp,
0 439 99422 5, £4.99 pbk

The Little Ships
Louise Borden, ill. Michael Foreman,
Pavilion, 32pp, 1 86205 347 2, £6.99
pbk

1 want to be a Firefighter
Priddy Bicknell Publishers,
1 84332 052 5, £4.99 board
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Philip Ardagh
interviewed by
Jeff Hynds

•hen we writers become
famous/ Bernard Shaw
once wrote, 'we become
famous suddenly.'

Philip Ardagh certainly has. Awful End,
the first of 'The Eddie Dickens Trilogy', and
Philip's first venture into fiction, was .
spectacularly successful, as indeed was the «
whole trilogy. And we now have The
Fall of Fergal and Heir of Mystery,
parts one and two of a new trilogy
entitled 'Unlikely Exploits'. UK sales
of these books at Faber are soaring
and we hear that Ardagh has signed a major
six-figure deal in America, rumoured to be
identical to the one paid to a certain J K Rowling.
And it is not only the USA that is getting the
Ardagh treatment. With almost indecent haste
his books have been translated into over
twenty languages worldwide, including
Japanese, Estonian and Catalan. Thai and
Greek are soon to follow. Early indications
from Faber suggest that the foreign versions
'are flying off the shelves'. Already preliminary
negotiations are under way with Twentieth
Century Fox for a film version of 'The Eddie
Dickens Trilogy'.
Such phenomenal success has been quite a
time coming. Philip has, he says, 'always
written, and has always needed to write'. He
enjoyed writing stories and comic books at
school, though there were some aspects of
school life that he did not enjoy, like being
teased - bullied even - because, he says, he
was a 'bean pole, tall and skinny'. Undoubtedly
the strong vein of humour that runs through all
his writing - and runs riot in his recent fiction
- was nurtured in these early days, for he
found, as have others, that he could parry
unkind jibes with jokes. But it was not only the
Ardagh brand of humour that was being
honed. From within himself came a 'child-like
glee and voracious appetite' for knowing and
wanting to know, especially about the castles
and archaeological sites that he visited as a
boy. History became a passion. So it was
perhaps to be expected that when he decided,
in the early eighties, to leave his advertising job
and concentrate on writing, his first books
were non-fiction.
At these books he worked very hard indeed. He
wrote about kings and queens, ancient myths,
great inventions; about India, South Africa and
the Austro-Hungarian Empire; about money,
wars, and religions. 'But/ I ask him, 'how can
you be an expert in all these areas?' He answers
that he is not an expert in anything. Indeed he
prefers not to know very much about a topic
before he decides to research it. His role is that
of writer, not of expert. This way he can assess
and 'filter the information' and make it
available in an accessible form for young
people or indeed anyone else interested.
Typical of Philip's best non-fiction is the
compilation entitled WOW! Discoveries,
Inventions, Ideas and Events that Changed
the World. Think of anyone or anything that is,

or has been, important in the world and the
chances are it will be explained in this book -
from Adam and Eve, antibiotics and archery to
Wilberforce, X-rays and zeppelins. It is a lively
and compelling treatise, leavened throughout
with wry comment and jokey asides. Equally
gripping are his Get a Life! biographies. Ardagh
is a very readable writer.
Philip has also retold a beautiful series of
legends from many lands sumptuously
illustrated by a variety of artists. Each book
begins with a cultural overview and brief
demography of the peoples in question,
followed by examples of the stories they have
handed down. - These worldwide tales
constitute some of Ardagh's most serious work
and haven't, I would say, had the attention they
deserve.
Whether indirectly connected with his years of
fiendishly hard work, or whether from some
other concatenation, about seven years ago
Philip became ill. He was initially diagnosed
with chronic fatigue but what he actually had
was severe obstructive sleep apnoea, a
condition causing persistent insomnia. To
correct this, he nowadays wears a mask at
night, attached to a machine that pumps
oxygen into his lungs. And then, last year, while
he was working on the final draft of Heir of
Mystery, he experienced violent chest pains.
He was rushed by ambulance to hospital. This
time it was pericarditis, or inflammation of the
membrane surrounding the heart. He now has
an enlarged heart.
Throughout this, Philip has kept on working.
His cheerfulness and bonhomie appear
undiminished. Standing 6' 7" in his socks and
built like a huge, bearded, second-row rugby
forward, he looks the picture of health. And his
writing daily grows in strength, including two
amusingly informative question-and-answer
books and two exceptional handbooks. In Did
Dinosaurs Snore? and Why are Castles Castle-
Shaped? Philip sets himself to answer lOO'/a
commonly asked questions about dinosaurs
and castles respectively. The Hieroglyphs
Handbook - justly praised by Philip Pullman -
is remarkable for its lucid explanation of the
intricacies of ancient Egyptian writing and
how to read it, and then write it for yourself.
The Archaeologist's Handbook is a
knowledgeable, well-researched and clearly

No. 139

written guide for amateur archaeologists,
young and old.
So how did fame suddenly come to Philip? A
defining moment was maybe the making of
The Secret Diary of Prince Tutankhamun.
Devised and written by Philip, and published
by Franklin Watts, it is rather different from the
rest of his work. It is an evocative, witty picture
book about the young Egyptian king of over
3,000 years ago, full of flaps, pop-ups, feathers
(well, a feather), a sarcophagus, a pyramid and
a snake bangle - all recounting Howard
Carter's famous discovery of 1922. Helped by
others with lettering, artwork and paper
engineering, this book is nevertheless an
Ardagh tour de force. Significantly, in view of
what was to come, it is a mixture of non-fiction
and hilarious fiction.
It was through The Secret Diary that Philip
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met Suzy Jenvey, who was to become his
fiction editor at Faber. As they say, the rest is
history. Before very long Awful End appeared,
closely followed by Dreadful Acts, Terrible
Times and The Fall of Fergal, the latter
straightaway serialised on Radio 4's children's
programme Go for It! Not surprisingly Philip
receives sacks of fan mail about these books
and is especially proud of his appeal to many
children who don't normally enjoy reading.
Indeed it was with this in mind that he recently
wrote The Green Men of Gressingham for
Barrington Stoke, a specialist publisher of
books for young people with reading
difficulties.
Philip is a highly unusual storyteller, with an
iconoclastic sense of humour. He has, perhaps
inevitably, been compared to other offbeat
humorists like the Goons and Monty Python,
and particularly the American writer Lemony

Snicket. But Philip Ardagh is veiy much his
own man. He also resists the idea that he was
an information book writer who has now
metamorphosed into a writer of humorous
fiction. As anyone who has read his books will
appreciate, his non-fiction is peppered with
fictional asides and digressions, and his fiction
is laced with non-fiction. Philip does not
expect us to suspend our disbelief and be
transported to a story world. Instead he
constantly reminds us that this is a story
written down in a book by him. He, the author,
becomes one of the characters in his own story.
So we find, 'Those of you who read the third
and final book in this trilogy will run into this
character again', or 'I can't write pages and
pages about this now, because there are only
twenty-four left to finish the entire story'! At
one point Eddie's father says, 'I don't think the
author likes me. I always seem to get injured in

these books'. The overall effect is surreal.
Philip's books are full of diversions and
interpolations of this kind. It is a moot point
whether the diversions are incidental to the
story or the story incidental to the diversions.
At least half of Terrible Times is taken up with
digressions of one sort or another, perhaps to
give us a short lesson on the origin of the word
'window', or a brief summary of the life of the
American railroad hero Casey Jones. There is
no particular connection with plot or
character. So I asked him: 'Is this Ardagh, the
non-fiction writer, refusing to lie down? Are the
novels enriched by these diversions? Aren't
they really extremely distracting?' Philip
replied, archly, 'Well, I'm catering for all tastes!'
Curious about the humour in Philip's novels, I
read him a couple of extracts, and asked him to
explain the joke. What is so funny about 'He
extinguished the conflagration (which is a
twenty-eight letter way of saying what "put the
fire out" says in fifteen)' or 'The detective
inspector...made an initial hypothesis (not to
be confused with an initialled
hippopotamus...which is rather unlikely, come
to think of it)'? I'd not got as far as my third
extract when I discovered that Philip was
convulsed with laughter, and I found I was
laughing too, so much so that I couldn't read
any more.
Philip Ardagh is a big man with an extravagant
beard from another century who writes
ridiculous stories. I think Ardagh fans will know
what I mean. (I hope I do.). •

Jeff Hynds is an independent literacy consultant and
a writer.

Photograph courtesy of Faber & Faber Children's
Books. Drawing of Philip Ardagh by David Roberts.

Selected Books by Philip Ardagh
The Archaeologist's Handbook: The Insider's
Guide to Digging up the Past, Faber,
0 571 20687 5, £4.99 pbk
Did Dinosaurs Snore? 100'/2 Questions About
Dinosaurs Answered, Faber, 0 571 20653 0,
£4.99 pbk
Get a Life! Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, and Mary
Queen of Scots, Macmillan, 0 330 39905 5, £4.99
pbk (series includes Oliver Cromwell,
Napoleon, Marie Curie and others)
The Green Men of Gressingham, Barrington
Stoke, 1 84299 085 3, £4.50 pbk
The Hieroglyphs Handbook: Teach Yourself
Ancient Egyptian, Faber, 0 571 19744 2, £4.99
pbk
North American Myths and Legends, Belitha
Press, 1 85561 758 7, £10.99 hbk, 1 85561 845 1,
£5.99 pbk (series includes Norse, Chinese, and
others, eight in all)
The Secret Diary of Prince Tutankhamun,
Franklin Watts, 0 7496 2969 X, £9.99 hbk
The Truth About Christmas, Macmillan,
0 333 96605 8, £4.99 hbk
Why Are Castles Castle-Shaped? 100'/2
Questions About Castles Answered, Faber,
0 571 21437 1, £4.99 pbk
WOW! Discoveries, Inventions, Ideas and
Events that Changed the World, Macmillan,
0 330 40049 5, £4.99 pbk
The Eddie Dickens Trilogy:
Awful End, Faber, 0 571 20354 X, £4.99 pbk
Dreadful Acts, Faber, 0 571 20947 5, £4.99 pbk
Terrible Times, Faber, 0 571 20952 1, £7.99 hbk
(pbk September 2003)
Trilogy also available on three audio cassettes,
read by Sylvester McCoy, Penguin, £7.00 each.
Unlikely Exploits Trilogy:
The Fall of Fergal, Faber, 0 571 21069 4, £7.99
hbk, 0 571 21521 1, £4.99 pbk
Heir of Mystery, 0 571 21522 X, £8.99 hbk (April
2003)
The Rise of the House of McNally (April 2004)

Website: www.philipardagh.com
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St Martin's Top Ten Fiction Titles
Finding ways to discover which books young readers really enjoy can be both revealing about
trends and fun. School librarian, Jan Butler, describes the survey she carried out in her school

and how she involved the pupils.

I felt that it would be a useful exercise to carry out a survey to
establish reading trends amongst the boys from Years 5-8 (9-13
year-olds) within my school, St Martin's, and at the same time,

compile a list featuring their top 10 favourite and most consistently
read books, as stocked by the senior library. I could easily have
spent an afternoon or more, sitting at the computer sifting through
endless pages of data, but I wanted to involve the people who
mattered — the boys.

Firstly, I organized a questionnaire. This asked the boy's year group,
age and his favourite 10 books listed in order of merit. The boys
were very enthusiastic about participating in the survey, as one had
never been carried out before, and they were naturally impatient
for the results. It took a few weeks to recover all the completed
forms, then, I set to work analyzing the data.The results were firstly
placed into year groups, then, collated as a whole to find the top
10 books overall. Finally all results were turned into pie and bar
charts in addition to standard 1-10 lists. These long awaited results
were pinned to the library notice board for all the boys and staff to
see.

The results of the survey were welcomed by the English
department, as they gave an insight into which type of books the
boys were, or were not, reading and would prove useful when
choosing books for class readers. As I have said before, I could easily
have taken the information I needed from the computer, "which
stores the reading history of each boy, to compile a popular book

list. However, the computer could not have given me a
comprehensive list of their favourite books, and in the order I
sought.

I have used the results to assist in not only the purchase of new
books, but also the restocking of the audio book section of my
library. I personally feel that audio books are a great way in for
reluctant readers. I have found many times over the years, that boys
who have enjoyed listening to a good story, will later, with the
correct degree of encouragement, take out the book and read it.
This then, leads one on to the recommendation of similar reading
material to stimulate further interest.

I am of the firm opinion that anything that can be done to
introduce a child to the joy of reading, and keep them reading,
should be investigated thoroughly. There is a vast array of
wonderful literature on the market at the moment, and therefore
there is a book somewhere to enthral every child. That particular
book just has to be located and suggested. This is my job, and I
enjoy the challenge very much indeed. To see the alert, twinkling
eyes of a child describing the book they have just read, or jostling
queues waiting at the computer to reserve the latest copy of a
Darren Shan, Lemony Snicket or J K Rowling is reward enough
for all the hard work.

I intend to repeat this survey again in a year or so to update! •

Jan Butler is Librarian at St Martin's School, Northwood, Middlesex.

RESULTS OF THE TOP 10 FICTION BOOK SURVEY
1 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, J K Rowling,

Bloomsbury, 0 7475 5099 9, £6.99 pbk
2 Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, J K Rowling,

Bloomsbury, 0 7475 3274 5, £5.99 pbk
3 Lord of the Rings, J R R Tolkien, HarperCollins, various

editions
4 Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, J K Rowling,

Bloomsbury, 0 7475 4629 0, £5.99 pbk
5 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, J K Rowling,

Bloomsbury, 0 7475 3848 4, £5.99 pbk

6 Cirque du Freak, Darren Shan, Collins, 0 00 675416 3,
£3.99 pbk
The Hobbit, J R R Tolkien, HarperCollins, various editions
Stormbreaker, Anthony Horowitz, Walker, 0 7445 5943 X,
£4.99 pbk
Artemis Fowl, Eoin Golfer, Puffin, 0 14 131212 2, £4.99 pbk

10 Northern Lights, Philip Pullman, Scholastic, 0 590 66054 3,
£5.99 pbk

Below - back row: Nicholas Player; centre: Zubair Aziz, Jan Butler, Tushar Naik,
Jonathan Krasner-Macleod, Chiraaq Amin, Meraj Sakaria; front: Shamim Patel.
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Expanding the Critical Commentary
on Children's Literature

Critical commentary on books for
children has taken a long time to
establish itself as a distinctive sphere
where different kinds of judgements:
historical, social, cultural and political, in
addition to what counts as literary and
textual, may mix and meld. When in
1987, Margaret Rustin, a consultant child
psychoanalyst, and Michael Rustin, a
sociologist, brought their specialized
insights to bear on particular texts that
deal with the emotional development of
children, they said the books they chose
had 'rarely been given the critical analysis
they deserve'. Margaret Meek welcomes
the long overdue reprint of the Rustins'
seminal book, Narratives of Love and
Loss: Studies in Modern Children's
Fiction.

When Narratives of Love and Loss was first
published it was Adele Geras who commented on
the way the Rustins had displayed 'the
importance of fiction in all our lives and the way
in which it can help us to understand ourselves,
our children, our innermost feelings and the
worlds we all inhabit as social beings'.

Narratives of Love and Loss has been out of print
for some time. A generation of students of
children's literature may have missed these close,
careful and detailed readings of books generally
regarded as distinctive texts in children's
literature in English. Most of them were written at
the time of literary resurgence after the Second
World War, when the psychological
understandings of childhood were also affecting
notions of child development and education.
Now the book is back with the original text intact:
an Introduction to the authors' views on the 'deep
structures' of children's fiction, followed by
readings of three groups of stories. The first has
Tom's Midnight Garden, the stories of Narnia,
and Five Children and It, novels in which
children are separated from their parents. The
second group has four stories for young children,
including The Dolls' House by Rumer Godden.
The others are The Indian in the Cupboard by
Lynne Reid Banks, A Dog So Small and The Battle
of Bubble and Squeak by Philippa Pearce and
Charlotte's Web by E B White, all of which are
linked in terms of the nature of children's
imaginative play. The third group, in which are:
Mary Norton's The Borrowers, Russell Hoban's
The Mouse and His Child, Nina Bawden's Carrie's
War and three stories by Paula Fox, deals with
children's encounters with the world outside their
immediate families. The novelty in this revised
edition is a postscript chapter on 'The Inner
World of Harry Potter', which, in the views of the
Rustins, shares with the stories they wrote about
earlier, 'a combination of imaginative creativity,
with a sense of emotional "realism"'.

The Rustins also say that 'the multivalent depth of
meaning of these stories goes a long way to
account for their outstanding quality'. At the
same time they insist that they are not making a
selection of 'best writing', nor creating a series of
case studies. Their main concern is to join the
insights of their professional expertise to their

admiration for authors who tap into the
emotional development of their readers. The
writers say that their chosen authors have
imagined situations and persons as if they were
real, and claim that their commentaries are an
extension of ordinary readers' responses to works
of fiction. My view is that they offer protocols of a
particular kind of interpretation. They are experts
in that skill, who invite their readers to read with
them as they examine the nature and quality of
the authors' imagination and language. It is a very
stimulating and profitable exercise.

One of the narrative devices examined in relation
to children's play is the creation of miniature
worlds, where the change of scale lets the
children's author create metaphors for young
readers to explore a wider, imaginary
environment within the here-and-now of their
lives. Godden's doll characters give voice to their
feelings in words which are new to young readers.
In commenting on The Borrowers, where Arietty
longs to enter a wider world than the one below
the skirting boards, the Rustins find a rich
resource of both social and psychological details
to uphold their central arguments. Their detailed
analysis of Mary Norton's achievements in
creating, from British cultural conventions, two
parallel worlds and the boundaries between
them, is particularly insightful.

The Rustins are equally at home with American
stories of this same period. They are sure that it is
possible for young readers to see, in imaginary,
fictive worlds, the nature and workings of actual
societies. In The Mouse and His CMd, an epic
allegory of immigrant homelessness, the
incapacitated 'wind-ups' have no 'territory' to call
their own. Throughout their frightening
encounters with Manny Rat, a character from
more ancient kinds of fairy tale, the Child exhibits
the confidence and hopeful imagination that
wins out in New World literature. While it is
certain that young readers will empathize with
the core notion of finding a home to belong to,
Michael Rustin (I guess it is he) doubts whether
the more oblique social and cultural references in
the text come within the experiential range of
readers under ten.

In discussing Charlotte's Web, a story that unites
generations of American readers, the Rustins

concentrate on the part that language, notably
dialogue, but also writing, plays in creating the
tone and intellectual substratum of the text.
Charlotte's web-writing and her rounded speech
forms are woven into the plot and the conflicts of
the characters. Charlotte is seen as a '20th-
century heroine', by virtue of her ability 'to
respond through creative mental effort to the
needs of her infants'. In contrast, the more
dangerous situation of the boy in The Slave
Dancer, presented here with its terrifying details
of the trade in human beings, showed me how
much of the sheer pain of the story I had, perhaps
deliberately, forgotten, while the family conflicts
of Carrie's War were still easily recalled as I set my
recollections of the plight of evacuees alongside
the Rustins' comprehensive interpretation of
separation.

J K Rowling's stories of Harry Potter are an up-to-
date example of the kind of writing that first
attracted the Rustins in the '80s to explore the
portrayal of the development of children's inner
lives in fiction. In their new chapter they admire
the reinvention of earlier forms of fantasy writing,
particularly the two co-existing worlds of Wizards
and Muggles that Rowling has created, on
Umberto Eco's model, 'down to the slightest
detail'. They also commend the ways by which
she recruits the imagination of her readers by
calling up their memories of stories they have
heard, seen or read, and giving them imaginative
freedom to respond in ways already made
familiar by the 'special effects deployed in films
and other media'.

The Rustins' reading links the books as evidence
of Harry Potter's growth from the tentative new
boy at Hogwarts to the experienced character
who is bound to engage with the conflicting
forces of good and evil. As an orphan, he is
involved with both adults and his contemporaries
as forces of support or threat. The strongest focus
of the Rustins' analysis is on the 'richness and
emotional power' that lies in Rowling's empathy
with children's unconscious emotional life. Their
social awareness reveals how her images
'condense sharp social commentary'. The
example is the 'sorting hat', which allots new boys
at Hogwarts to appropriate school houses in
terms of their nature and potential, a kind of
judgement that 'is different from selection by
family money, the geography of a city, and SATS
results'.

The reappearance of this book fills a gap that we
may not have noticed in recent writing about
children's books: their actual contribution to the
maturation process of their readers. We may have
become more adept in describing narrative
structures than following authors in their
explorations of what needs to be renewed in our
understanding of young readers. The Rustins
have taken up the challenge again at an
important time. •

Margaret Meek is Emeritus Reader at the University
of London Institute of Education.

Narratives of Love and Loss: Studies in Modern
Children's Fiction by Margaret Rustin and Michael
Rustin is published by Karnac Books (revised edition
2001, 312pp, 1 85575 269 7, £22.50 pbk). •
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Devastating
True Stories

7he Savoy is not really
the right place to meet
Henning Mankell. His
commitment to the

importance of the whole world
and especially Africa on the
consciousness of Europe and,
above all, his fame as a
children's writer who has tackled
the issues of landmines and
AIDS sit uncomfortably in such
a setting. But then, he is also
one of Sweden's most successful
adult novelists, playwrights and
directors and his visit to London
in his status as celebrated
author of the latest Kurt
Wallender crime novel is well
suited to such an environment.
Like all contemporary writers
for young adults he is quick to
reject the pigeonholing of his
novels, assuring me that in
Sweden his books are read by
adults as much as children. 'I
don't really believe in stories for
children. They are stories that
can be read by all ages. The only
thing is that maybe you use
some simpler words.' It is not
that he is unhappy that he
writes for children. On the
contrary, he believes that it is of
vital importance. 'We live in a
world where what is done for
children is never enough.
Culture for children is always
undervalued. A single book
doesn't change much but those
changes wouldn't happen
without the impact of culture.'
Mankell's conviction is tangible
in conversation and every bit as
compelling in print. Secrets in
the Fire, his first book about
Sofia, a young girl in
Mozambique who loses her legs
in a landmine accident which
also kills her sister and its
sequel, Playing with Fire, in
which Sofia's elder sister, Rosa, is
diagnosed with AIDS, will make
changes to the attitudes of their
readers. Not because Mankell
preaches or lectures. Rather the
reverse. He writes with an
engaging simplicity, humorously
describing the daily life of the
family and their neighbours,
capturing Sofia's universal
adolescent preoccupations
while also carefully reflecting

her initially ignorant and
innocent and then increasingly
angry responses to her family's
appalling circumstances. It is a
style that draws the reader into
identifying with Sofia and
empathising with her rather
than being told what is
happening to her. Anna
Paterson's English translation
captures it well.
Part of its conviction may lie in
the fact that the stories of Sofia's
life are true. Mankell first met
Sofia sitting in a rusty
wheelchair outside a hospital in
Maputo. T was visiting a doctor
friend in the hospital and I saw
this young girl without any legs
sitting outside. That wasn't so
unusual but there was
something about her eyes that
caused me to stop and say hello.
The next week I met her again
and from then on we became
family.' Mankell then goes on to
describe what had happened to
Sofia and, even years later (even
in the sober Savoy), the rage that
he felt at the time suddenly
flares up as he acts out the
impact a landmine could have
on a young child: 'An anti-
personnel mine is designed to
be set off by a soldier's boot, not
a young child's foot. They are
just a way of terrorising the local
population. I got completely
mad when I thought about it.
The blast was so big it killed
Sofia's sister outright and she
was so badly damaged that the
doctor later informed me that
he had no hope of her living.'
Telling Sofia's story in Secrets in
the Fire was Mankell's way of
letting the rest of the world
know exactly what was
happening - even, or perhaps,
especially - to children in Africa.
The response from around the
world has been phenomenal.
Every time Mankell returns to
Africa he takes a sackful of
letters to Sofia, many from
children who have now joined
anti-landmine campaigns. But,
it is not just political action that
Sofia has inspired. Many young
readers have been overwhelmed
by Sofia's courage as has
Mankell himself: 'Sofia has

Julia Eccleshare on the
young adult novels of

HENNING MANKELL

taught me much about life. She
has taught me about suffering,
about the enormous capacity to
stay alive and about the
resources people have to keep
going.'
Secrets in the Fire has played its
part in a worldwide move to ban
landmines but the problem of
AIDS, which Mankell tackles in
Playing with Fire is on such a
scale that he knows that one
story will alter little. 'One of the
main reasons for the spread of
AIDS in Africa is the huge
problem of illiteracy. Where
there is good teaching there are
many fewer cases of AIDS.
Where AIDS is a catastrophe is
in the rural border areas of
Africa where most of the
population is illiterate.' In
Playing with Fire, Sofia knows
about AIDS and, perhaps more
importantly, knows about
condoms and their use, from
talks and literature she has
come into contact with through
school. When Rosa is ill, it is
Sofia who recognises that it
might be serious and

encourages her to go to the
doctor. As an insurance, and
because she really had no
knowledge of AIDS, Lydia, the
girls' mother, encourages her to
visit the local witch doctor.
T was probably the first person
to recognise that Rosa had
AIDS,' say Mankell. And Sofia
understood, too, from school
and what she'd learnt in the
hospital. I don't think Lydia ever
really understood what Rosa
was suffering from and how she
had caught it. AIDS is on an
unimaginable worldwide scale.
It's leaving whole villages empty,
not just in Africa but in China
and Russia, too. In Mozambique
800 people a day are newly
diagnosed with AIDS and
though a lot is being done,
much of the intervention conies
too late.' Writing Sofia and Rosa's
stories is entirely in keeping
with Mankell's philosophy. As a
teenager growing up in the years
of anti-Vietnam demonstrations
he learnt about the importance
of political activity and a
concern for global interests. 'I
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realised the profundity of the
idea that in life there are two
choices: if you hear someone
calling for help, you can walk
away or you can turn to help. I
believe in the idea of solidarity,
of turning to help. The way of
solidarity is better rationally. If
we don't all work together we
have no future.'
Mankell's particular interest in
Africa began as a child growing
up into the cold climate of
northern Sweden where he
imagined the local river to be
the Congo: 'Africa was the most
exotic place I could think of. I
thought it was at the end of the
world.' He changed his dream
into reality when he went to
Africa in his early twenties and
has, ever since, spent several
months of each year there.
Africa has given me a better
perspective on the world. It has
made me a better European.'
Despite the violence and death
that lie at the heart of Mankell's
books his main desire was to
write about how Africans live.
'We know a lot about how
Africans die but very few people
write about their everyday lives.
I wanted to show the reality of
rural life to European children.'
Linking Africa and Europe will
continue for Mankell in his third
and last book about Sofia in
which he will explore her

increasing awareness of the
injustices in African society. It
will make a fitting end to an eye-
opening endeavour which has
already changed children's
understanding of Africa and the
particular problems which beset
it.
In writing it, Mankell has easily
fulfilled his own ambition that
'as an author, I'd like to think
that the world will not be a
worse place for what I've
written.' It won't be. •

Playing with
Fire: Beverley
Naidoo on the
humans behind
the statistics.
Set in a remote village in
Mozambique, this novel is a
moving, unsentimental
sequel to Secrets in the Fire.
Sofia has lost both legs in a
landmine explosion but she
has not lost her capacity to
imagine and desire. When
Rosa, her beautiful older
sister, finishes the long day's
work in their mother's field,
she goes out with boys
chatting and dancing to
music on an old radio, late
into the night. Sofia is too
embarrassed by her plastic
legs and crutches to join
them. Instead, while she
sews for a pittance, she fills
her time sharply observing

the neighbour's antics and
dreaming about a boy who
loves her for herself. When
Rosa falls ill, it is Sofia who
helps Rosa and her mother
face the harsh truth. Sofia
also helps stand up to the
wealthy Mr Bastardo who
aims to drive the women off
their land.
This is not a pacy novel but
one that relentlessly draws
the reader in to its strongly
realised characters in a
place devastated by
centuries of injustice,
poverty and AIDS. The
sparse, direct language,
translated from Swedish,
reflects the stark
environment in which
Mankell's lifelike characters
laugh as well as cry. We are
poignantly reminded that
behind our cold statistics
are human beings
struggling against all the
odds.

Secrets in the Fire (1 86508 181 7, £5.50 pbk) and Playing with
Fire (1 86508 714 9, £5.99 pbk) by Henning Mankell, translated
from the Swedish by Anna Paterson, are published by Allen &
Unwin.
Julia Eccleshare is the children's books editor of The Guardian.
Beverley Naidoo won the Carnegie Medal for The Other Side of
Truth (Puffin).

Hal's
Reading
Diary
Hal is now two and his teddy bear has
become an important participant at
bedtime reading sessions.
His father, Roger Mills, explores.

Hal turned two just after Christmas, and with his birthday,
almost as if cued by it, there has been a change. One of his
numerous presents was a rather fine teddy bear, and 'bear' as

he instantly became known, has become a much needed companion.
The audience for Hal's bedtime reading session has expanded as a
result. He sits with me or Jo and bear, all three of us looking at
whatever books we are reading that night. If for some reason bear
has got left behind in the bathroom, or downstairs, the book can't be
started until bear has been found and settled down with us. Jo and I
are already panicking about what would happen if bear really got
lost, and we are contemplating getting a duplicate bear to be hidden
away in a cupboard if just such a disaster should happen.
Everyone knows, of course, that small children form passionate
relationships with soft toys. But as a new parent it has been
fascinating to watch. Because one of the striking things about this
phenomenon is that it doesn't happen when children are really
small. When Hal was born he was given large numbers of soft toys.
For all of his two years he had had a cot full of bears and rabbits

and puppies. But beyond their occasional usefulness as a soft
missile, he has never seemed to care about any of them. It is only
with the arrival of bear that a connection has been forged, and
watching him with bear it is obvious that Hal has some pretty deep
feelings about him. You see it in his upset when bear gets forgotten,
but you see it too in the way that he hugs bear, clings to him, and,
I would say, clearly expresses love for him.

The great pediatrician and psychoanalytic writer Donald Winnicott
offers what for me is the most persuasive account of the soft toy
phenomenon. Winnicott's term for these adored toys - 'transitional
objects' - is hopelessly dry and academic for something so intensely
emotional, but his ideas about their purpose are no less convincing
for it. In a small child's development, so the theory goes, a stage is
reached where they become acutely aware of mother as a separate
person. The trouble with separate people is that you are all too
aware that they can go away. One of the painful prices paid for a
small child's growing intelligence and understanding of the world,
then, is that the world starts to feel less safe. The child starts to feel
the potentiality of being alone more acutely.

This is where bear comes in. Winnicott says that the transitional
object stands as a symbol of being connected with mother, the
wonderful feeling that the child now realises could be lost. It isn't
so much that the bear is a symbol of mum, but that hugging bear
evokes the feeling of being with mum that makes him so
powerfully reassuring. This certainly seems to be right on the
button in Hal's case. At the same time as bear entered his life he
had started to be noticeably more clingy with Jo. These days he
sometimes insists that it is Jo that reads him his bedtime story; and
I won't clo. And it is obvious that bear softens the edge of missing
mum. On one occasion recently, when Jo was out shopping and I
was in charge, I saw him clasp bear in his arms and actually say
'Mamma' to him. It seems that the audience for book at bedtime is
going to be Hal plus bear for quite some time to come. •

Roger Mills is a Psychodynamic Counsellor.
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NEWS
Philip Pullman wins the
Eleanor Farjeon Award 2002
Philip Pullman has been awarded the prestigious Eleanor
Farjeon Award for 2002. The Award, which is administered by
Children's Book Circle, recognises an outstanding contribution
to children's literature. Recent winners include Michael Rosen
and Julia Eccleshare. Through expressing his views so
vociferously and publicly, Philip Pullman has had a huge impact
on altering the public perception of children's books. Being taken
seriously by the adult book world is a very significant step for
children's books and Pullman's substantial input into this change
and his overall contribution is being recognised by this award.
Pullman's The Amber Spyglass was the first children's book
category winner to go on to win the Whitbread Book of the Year.

World Book Day
If there are any World Book Day vouchers still lying around
unused, may we recommend Showstopper! by Geraldine
McCaughrean. Accidentally omitted from the list of World Book
Day books in our last issue, this is an all-new, specially
commissioned adventure featuring the same characters as in her
prize-winning novel Stop the Train. Young readers who have
already redeemed their vouchers can still buy Showstopper! for
just£l.

NATIONAL PRIZES
Whitbread
Children's Book
Award
The Whitbread Children's
Book Award has been won by
Hilary McKay's Saffy's Angel
(Hodder) and is now eligible
for the Whitbread Book of the
Year, competing alongside the
other category winners.

The Blue Peter
Awards
The winner of the 'Best Books
with Facts' category was Lucy
Lethbridge's Ada Lovelace
(Short Books). The winner of
the 'Best Illustrated Book to
Read Aloud' was Ted Dewan's
Crispin, the Pig Who Had It All
(Corgi). The winner of the
'Book I Couldn't Put Down'
category was Nicky Singer's
Feather Boy (Collins).

The Marsh Award
The Marsh Award for
Children's Literature in
Translation has been won by
Anthea Bell's translation (from
German) of Hans Magnus
Enzensberger's Where Were
You Robert? (Puffin). The
judges described it as 'an
immaculate translation with
not a nicker of an eyelid

missed'. The other shortlisted
books were Lene Kaaberbol's
translation (from Danish) of
her own novel, The Shamer's
Daughter (Hodder), Lance
Salway's translation (from
Dutch) of Ted van Lieshout's
Brothers (Collins), Sarah
Adams's translation (from
French) of Daniel Pennac's
Dog (Walker) and Anthea
Bell's translation (from
German) of Reinhardt Jung's
Bambert's Book of Missing
Stories (Egmont Books). The
judges were translator Patricia
Crampton, critic Wendy
Cooling, and Artistic Director
of the Centre for the Children's
Book, Elizabeth Hammill.

L

Write Away!, 9 Notley Green,
Great Notley, Braintree, Essex
CM77 7US
Tel: 01376 324099
e-mail: writeawaynow@aol.com
website:
http://www.writeaway.org.uk

Write Away! is a creative writing
consultancy set up in 2001 to
provide support for young
writers (7-16 years) and teachers
through the organisation and
delivery of short courses and
INSET provision and the Write
Away! website.
Current projects include Live
Writing Online, a three-year
programme run in partnership
with Ultralab at Anglia
Polytechnic University and Essex
Literature Development. In
workshops, a group of young
writers and creative writing
teachers work together to
investigate the potential of
online writing and to explore
creative applications of new
technologies to their work,
learning new skills in animation,
digital photography and movie
making as well as developing
their writing.

'Write

Write Away! also organises a
summer camp for children
(7-12 years) on the theme
Writing and Performance,
which provides an opportunity
for students to write for a
concentrated period as well
as participating in other
creative activities such as mask
making, puppetry, acting, dance
and music making - culmin-
ating in a performance of their
work.
The Write Away! website runs
regular writing competitions
and provides free support
material for teachers. The web
team are currently working with
a focus group ot teachers and
young writers to inform the
redesign and development of
the site.
For further information,
enquiries or to book an event,
contact Write Away! Director
Nikki Gamble by telephone or e-
mail or visit the website.

Sheffield
Children's Book
Award
The overall winner of the
Sheffield Children's Book
Award was Malorie Blackman's
Noughts and Crosses (Corgi)

which also won the Longer
Novel category. Julia Donald-
son and Axel Scheffler's Room
on a Broom (Macmillan) won
the Picture Book category and
Catherine MacPhail's Tribes
(Puffin) won the Shorter Novel
category.

• Obituary •
Jean MacGibbon

1913-2002
Rosemary Stones writes...
I first met Jean MacGibbon in 1975 when, as co-founder of
the Other Award (an alternative children's book award set up
to promote 'progressive' writing for children), I sat on the
panel of judges who gave the award to her novel, Hal. One of
the first books for teenagers set in multi-cultural Britain and
featuring a black heroine, Hal implicitly challenged notions
about who could be included in writing for children while
also setting high standards in terms of authenticity and
literary quality. lean became a friend and, with typical
generosity, continued to support the Other Award - at the
time a contentious prize - until its demise in 1985. Initially a
writer for adults, Jean's penetrating memoir of her own life
and marriage, I Meant to Marry Him, is now perhaps the
book for which she will be most remembered. Her husband,
the publisher James MacGibbon, predeceased her in 2000.
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PEOPLE
Fiona Kennedy has been
appointed Managing Director of
Orion Children's Books. She
succeeds Judith Elliott who has
been appointed Chair of the
division.
Linda Banner, Associate Director
for Promotion and Marketing with
The Watts Publishing Group, is
now working from home as a
freelance consultant. She can be
contacted at Cottage Farm,
Dudswell Lane, Berkhamsted,
Herts HP4 3TQ (tel: 01442 864588,
e-mail: linda.banner@btopen
world.com).
Susan Barry has been promoted to
Head of Marketing at the Watts
Publishing Group, which includes
Orchard Books. Mariesa Knights is
made Senior Marketing Manager. A
new Marketing assistant, Sarah
Hammerton, has been appointed.
Charles Nettleton has been
appointed Managing Director of
Hodder Children's Books following
Mary Tapissier's appointment as
Personnel, Training and Admin-
istration Director across the
Hodder Headline group.
Suzanne Carnell has been
appointed Editorial Director for
picture and gifts books at
Macmillan Children's Books.
Following Martina Challis's
departure from Simon & Schuster,
Ingrid Selberg has been
appointed Publishing Director.
She was previously Vice-President,
UK and International Publishing
at Gullane Entertainment.
Ian Ronald has been appointed
Managing Director of Scholastic.
He was previously Chief Executive
of the Wine Society.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Mightier Than the

Sword
Dear Editor
As the Librarian at a Jewish
primary school in London I am a
subscriber to Books for Keeps
and find reading it a pleasant
way of keeping up to date with
what is being published for
children.
I was a bit alarmed therefore to
see the article by Shereen Pandit
(BfK no. 138). I was alarmed, not
because you include an article
about the experiences of
Palestinian children, but
because it portrays the Israelis as
the aggressor in the Intifada. In
actual fact the Intifada was
started by the Palestinians, after
their leaders decided to reject
veiy generous peace offers made
them by Ehud Barak, the then
Prime Minister of Israel, elected
because he favoured making
such generous peace offers.
The vast majority of Israelis are
in favour of the Palestinians
having their own state, with
them of course recognising the
right of the State of Israel to
exist, both states being free from
threats of violence and their
population allowed to go about
their business. The current
leadership of the Palestinians
has yet to demonstrate its
agreement to this.
I hope that in due course you will
publish an article that describes
the experiences of Israeli
children, who have over the past

• Obituary •
Vanessa Hamilton

Died 28 December 2002
Margaret Mahy writes...

I was an author with the publisher J M Dent when Vanessa
came there as a new editor, replacing my friend Gwen Marsh.
But within a matter of weeks it seemed as if we had known
each other for a long time, partly because we were united in
our enthusiasm for stories, partly because Vanessa's energy
and eagerness were infectious. It soon became obvious to me
that her abilities more than compensated for my own
deficiencies, and this, after all, is the strength of many good
partnerships. And as time went by we came to both rejoice
and grieve for one another according to events in the lives we
lived beyond our writing relationship... we came to feel for
one another as complete people rather than as mere
professional functions. Her disappearance into mystery has
already altered my life and, perhaps because of the
geographical distance, which even faxes and emails have not
totally eliminated, I still feel myself responding to her as I
work...anticipating possible comments being made in her
particular voice, trying to match up to what she would have
hoped of me. Go well Vanessa!

months been blown up in buses
on their way to school and while
eating pizza in a cafe in Jerusalem
during the school holidays.
Evelyn Hornig
Kerem School,
Hampstead Garden Suburb,
London N2 ORE

Dear Editor
I write with reference to the
article by Shereen Pandit, and
the item by Kifah Al Aaraj of
Khan Yunis (BfK 138). I was not
aware that yours is a political
publication. I thought you
reviewed books. Your reason for
publishing Pandit's article seems
to be that '... the Israeli army's
destruction of the (Palestinian
Education) Ministry's offices,
physically taking them apart...
Such attacks, plus shootings,
deaths and curfews gravely
endanger literacy amongst
Palestinian youth.'
In that case, will you also publish
an article on dangers to literacy
among Jewish Israeli children? In
that scenario, the danger is
brought about by the everyday
anxiety of reaching school, not
knowing which of them is going
to be blown to bits and pieces by
some dedicated suicide bomber
who thinks he/she will be in
paradise as a result of sending
these Israeli children to their
coffins, and then where is
'literacy'? If the various media
reports are correct, you also
conveniently omitted to
mention certain unsavoury
aspects of Palestinian 'educa-
tional literature'.
As with many conflicts, there are
two sides to the story of that part
of the Middle East. Both sides
have wronged and both have
legitimate griev-ances. If you are
going to follow this trend of
becoming political (which, as a
reader of your magazine of some
10 years' standing, I sincerely
hope not), I suggest that you
publish balanced articles that
give both sides of the story. The
magazine can then retain its
integrity as a resource for
children's books rather than
become a political organ.
Fay Sinai, address supplied

Not Sado-
masochistic?

Dear Editor
Re your editorial attacking my
book Robbers on the Road (BfK
No. 138)... Readers can find a
fuller response to this on my
website (http://web.onetel.net.
uk/~melvinburgess) but there

are a couple of points I'd like to
make here. First, as regards my
advances - Robbers was for A &
C Black, not my usual
publishers, and no large sums
changed hands. I did the book
because I enjoyed writing a
previous Flashback, The Copper
Treasure. As regards whether or
not the book was 'crudely
written', that is for readers to
decide, although it has had
excellent reviews elsewhere.
But the 'sadomasochistic
scenario' that you perceive is a
ludicrous misapplication of
psychological theory and yet
another example of the kind of
political correctness that so often
plagues children's books with
adult pets. This was an historical
novel, and my aim was to capture
something of the period as
suggested in the literature of the
times. Celia Keenan, director of
the MA in children's literature at
St Patrick's college, Dublin, with a
special interest in historical
fiction, said in the Children's
Books Ireland magazine, Inis,
'The stoiy in its mood and tone
seems true to the spirit of Tudor
England. The crude humour,
trick-playing and play-acting are
all there. The real danger and
cruelty are also suggested in
grimly comic descriptions of the
brutal torture and execution of
robbers, highwaymen, spies and
priests. Forget about political
correctness here.'
The key word here is 'comic'. The
sharp-eyed Ms Keenan even
picked out the inspiration of the
story in the robbery plot from
Henry VI Part One. It was the feel
of the period I was after and the
black humour in the story is best
seen in that light, rather than a
psychological one.
Melvin Burgess, via email

A child deliberately and
repeatedly provokes his teacher,
knowing that it means that he
will be whipped and on each
occasion, without being asked,
gets up and bends over the table
to wait for the whipping? This is
sadomasochism and arguments
about historical fiction and
comedy do not wash. I'm sure
Melvin did not intend to create
a sadomasochistic scenario
which is why my comments
were rather directed at his
publisher, A&C Black.
I suggested they may have been
so dazzled by Melvin's fame that
they were unable to provide
editorial help. Ed.
Letters may be shortened for
space reasons.
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David Almond on a
brilliant book that is
impossible to describe...
The first time I finished reading
Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse to my
daughter, we went straight back
to the start and read it again and
we enjoyed it even more. Since
then, I must have read it twenty
times and it continues to be
funny, touching and true. Lilly
might look like a mouse, but she
perfectly embodies the passions,
joys, shames, delights and
despairs of childhood. Her
relationships - with her family
and her school mates, and

especially with her artistic and eccentric teacher, Mr Slinger - are
lightly sketched and totally convincing. The devastating impact of
the plastic purse and its contents is absolutely believable. We're

given Lilly's whole world - with its
pointy chalk, its snacks, Mr Slinger's
ties, its film star sunglasses, its
jingly coins, its lightbulb lab, its
lurching stomach, its
uncooperative chair, its interpretive
dance - and the whole thing is a
delight. The book even contains a
book-within-a-book written by Lilly
herself. Lovely rhythmical writing,
sharp and affecting illustrations.
Like all brilliant books, Lilly's
Purple Plastic Purse is impossible
to describe.
The thing to do is to read and look
at the book itself. Then, like Lilly
and Mr Slinger and her mates, you'll say, 'Wow.' It's just about all
you could say. 'Wow.' Truly a little masterpiece from the splendid
Kevin Henkes. Wish I'd written it.
Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse by Kevin Henkes is published by Hodder
(0340714654, £4.99 pbk).
David Almond's latest book is Wild Girl, Wild Boy (Hodder,
0 340 85431 6, £5.99 pbk).

Chosen by 12- and 13-year-old pupils
from the Dragon School, Oxford. GOOD READS

Girls in Love
lacqueline Wilson, Corgi,
0 552 54521 X, £4.99
Have you ever been embarrassed? How
would you feel if you had an ugly
boyfriend? Do you know what it's like if
your friends are pretty and slim and
you aren't? Girls in Love tells the story
of three best friends, Nadine, Magda
and Ellie. Nadine and Magda can get
boyfriends really easily because they're
really pretty, tall and slim. Ellie can't
get boyfriends because she is chubby
and short, stubby etc.
My favourite character is Nadine
because she is very enthusiastic and
comes across as a very nice person to be
with. For example she always sticks up
for her friends and when they're upset
she listens to them, like when Ellie (her
best friend) is being bullied, she looks
after her and helps her.
One of the best bits is when Dan (Ellie's
boyfriend) turns up at a party and
really embarrasses Ellie by turning up
at the party unexpectedly, when Ellie
has been telling her friends how
handsome he is and then when he
turns up he is really ugly.
Overall, I thought the book was quite
short but fun to read. The thing I liked
most was that it's about people of my
age and I understood it well.

Chloe Taylor
Point Blanc
Anthony Horowitz, Walker,
0 7445 5971 5, £4.99
The book tells a story of a boy called
Alex Rider. It seems he is an ordinary
schoolboy, but he actually works for
the MIS. This is his second mission for
them. This time he has to infiltrate an
academy called Point Blanc up in the
Alps. This is a finishing school for very
rich kids. Dr Hugo Grief is the head
teacher at the school, Alex describes
him as having a grey tongue and
having grey skin but his deep red
glasses make him look very strange.
There are 30 armed guards at the
school and Alex is getting suspicious of
them. 'Are they trying to keep us in or

*• -* .„

IM
Left to right: Chloe Taylor, Tom Altmann, India Hall, Matthew Arnold, Caiixta Killander

other people out?' During the book Dr
Grief changes from a kind gentle man
to a criminal mastermind who wants
to take over the world. One of the best
bits is in Chapter 14, Black Run, where
Alex escapes the school on an ironing
board. He has to snowboard his way
down a black run with enemy fire on
him. The thing I liked most about the
book was the way the plot changes and
that you have almost no idea what is
going to happen next. Overall, I
thought the book was a good read and
it has an easy font to read. I
recommend this book to people who
like a comedy and a spy story in one.

Tom Altmann
Scribbleboy
Philip Ridley, Puffin,
0 14 036894 9, £4.99
Scribhleboy is set in the near future -
taking a guess, about 2020. It tells the
story of Bailey Silk, a young boy with
no friends who moves to the concrete
suburbs of an industrial town with his
older brother Monty and his father
Skipper. He meets Ziggy through the
Scribbleboy Fanclub which turns out
to have only one member - Ziggy.
Bailey joins and becomes vice-
president.
Bailey is the main character. He is
eleven years old. He wears school
uniform type clothes as his casuals
and has no friends. His Mum has just
left the family which have moved to a
crumbling, gray block of flats. Years
ago Scribbleboy, a legendary boy,
inhabits the block and graffitises the
community into dazzling shapes -

mostly comets and stars. This was
nothing like the graffiti we see
nowadays. But most of the Scribbles
were destroyed. Then Scribbleboy
comes back. Is the myth true?
The most exciting bit of the book is
when Bailey climbs up the airshaft in
his room finding Scribbleboy's secret
chamber. It turns out he's the new
Scribbleboy and he then finds who the
real one was - someone he knows? It
gets really hectic at the end - it's like
reading chaos. This could be
improved. Overall, I thought the book
was really exciting and I can
recommend it with no doubts.

India Hall
The Wrong Boy
Willy Russell, Corgi,
0 552 99645 9, £6.99
This book tells the story of a boy (Fly)
who gets expelled from his first school
and then has to go to a special school
(Sunny Pines). He soon becomes
friends with two boys at Sunny Pines,
Twinky and Norman, who plan to go
and live in London because they hate
their school and lives so much. Fly's
grandmother dies and so the boys,
who are so loyal to her, put Garibaldi
Biscuits on her coffin because she
loved them so much.
1 especially like the character Fly
because all the situations he gets
himself into are so funny, example:
Half way through the book he is in his
garden with his little cousin Sonya and
he says to her that Princess Lea (from
Star Wars) is a 'prostitute'. His little
cousin who is really fond of Princess

Thanks to English teacher
Nick Attwood.

Lea immediately tells her dad (Jason)
who then gives Fly a right ear bashing.
The most exciting bit in the book is
when the boys (Twinky, Fly and
Norman) are running away from Fly's
evil uncle Jason and just make it to the
bus stop to London, but then they
decide not to get on the bus, which is
very emotional, it is also funny
because when they are running from
Jason they are having a conversation
all about how much of an arrogant
idiot Jason is.
Overall, I thought the book was
absolutely amazing, it has all the good
aspects you would want from a book: it
was emotional, really funny, happy,
evil and the lyrics of the whole book
were so brilliant. Matthew Arnold

Turnabout
Margaret Haddix, Red Fox,
0 09 942708 7, £4.99
At the moment I'm reading a book
called Turnabout. It tells a story about
two women who were selected out of
thousands for a project that reverses
the ageing process. It is set in two
different times - the first is in a nursing
home in the year 2006 when they are
old women having the injection that
makes them younger. The other time is
in 2085 when they are young
teenagers, growing younger all the
time. They need to find someone to
take care of them, someone who they
can trust. The only problem is that the
second injection, the one that will halt
the process, has been fatal to anyone
who has taken it before.
My favourite character is Melly
Hazelwood. She is one of the selected
women and is straightforward and 'to
the point'. She is always speaking her
mind which is one thing that I really
like about characters in books. I also
really like the swapping from one time
to the other.
Overall I would recommend this book
to people over 11. It is an excellent
read. Calixta Killander
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RATING
Audio books are rated for the quality
of the reading, not the book.
Unmissable *****
Very Good ****
Good ***
Fair **
Poor *
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REVIEWS Books About Children's Books
Children Reading
Pictures: Interpreting
Visual Texts

***Evelyn Arizpe and Morag Styles,
RoutledgeFalmer, 288pp,
0 415 27577 6, £17.99 pbk
Children Reading Pictures
documents and examines recent
research into the ways children read
images in picture books. This is the
third element of the project
following the marvellous
International Symposium at
Homerton College in 2000, 'Art,
Narrative and Childhood' and the
accompanying exhibition of picture
book illustration, 'Picture This' at the
Fitzwilliam Museum. The work of
Styles and others at Homerton has
done much to raise awareness of the
role of pictures in the intellectual
development of the child. It has also
highlighted the evident low status
accorded to the image in our
education system.
Much of the work covered in this
book hinges on what the authors
acknowledge to be a 'slippery
concept', visual literacy, a term much
in use these days. Styles and Arizpe's
favoured definitions lean toward the
ability to extract literal meaning
from a picture or visual sequence.

'Help the Gorillas'by Sally (10) from
Children Reading Pictures: Interpreting
Visual Texts.

The problem is that pictures very
often don't translate into words, any
more than, for example, a musical
symphony does.

Three picture books are used in this
study; Anthony Browne's The Tunnel
and Zoo and Satoshi Kitamura's Lily

Takes a Walk. Browne's work is in
many ways untypical of picture book
illustration in that he does make
liberal use of visual metaphors
which lend themselves comfortably
to this kind of analysis, e.g. tunnel
equals journey, ball equals boy, book
equals girl etc. It might have been
interesting to have included an
example of a more lyrical approach,
Quentin Blake's The Green Ship for
example, to see what children make
of this kind of 'visual poetry' (to
borrowSendak's definition). The gulf
between artists' intentions and
interviewers' understanding is
sometimes obvious. On one
occasion Kitamura is doggedly
encouraged to tell us that the
ubiquitous pieces of rubbish in his
pictures are a sign of his concern
with environmental issues, while
he is trying to explain that these
are compositional/ atmospheric
devices.
The responses of the children,
though, are fascinating and
captivating, and the researchers are
sensitive to the way that the quietest
children are often the ones most
engaged with the pictures. Perhaps
the last word should go to 'Amy',
aged 5: 'I always remember pictures,
I sometimes forget words.' MS

Introducing Children's
Literature: From
Romanticism to
Postmodernism

***Deborah Cogan Thacker and
Jean Webb, Routledge, 208pp,
0 415 20410 0, £50.00 hbk, 0
415204119, £14.99 pbk
It is amazing how children's books
are still ignored in general social and
literary history, and this title
redresses the balance. It is a (partial)
history that links key children's
books to mainstream cultural
literary movements from
romanticism (The King of the
Golden River), through modernism
(Mary Poppins) to postmodernism
(Clockwork and The Stinky Cheese
Man). Accessible and readable, it
also traces 'the extent to which
children's books are about writing for
children': how did and how do
authors 'imagine the child' and find
an appropriate way of addressing
their audience? The communi-
cations and attitude gaps that used
to exist between 'academics'
studying children's books and
'practitioners' using them seem to be
disappearing, and books like this
one can only speed the process.

PHu

REVIEWS Now Out in Paperback
Three, four and five star hardbacks or trade paperbacks previously reviewed in BfK and now published as mass market paperbacks.

What Did I Look Like
When I Was a Baby?
PICTURE BOOK *****
Jeanne Willis, ill. Tony Ross,
Andersen, 32pp, 1 84270 210 6,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 125, November 2000:
'On succeeding pages, baboon,
hippo, leopard, ostrich and the rest
ask their mum and dad what they
looked like as a baby. Each learns
that they appeared - more or less -
like little versions of their parents.
Then the bullfrog poses the same
question, and the latter pages of the
book take us on a whimsical ride
through the life cycle of the tadpole
and frog. The end-pages throw in
words and music of "The Bullfrog
Song" rounding off a distinctive and
captivating read.'

The Last Wolf
FICTION

****
Michael Morpurgo, ill.
Michael Foreman, Corgi
Yearling, 96pp, 0 440 86507 7,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 134, May 2002:
'Recovering from an illness, Michael
McLeod finds himself, via an email
from a distant cousin in
Massachusetts, reading the
autobiographical memoir of an

eighteenth-century ancestor, one
Robbie McLeod, who as a young
man had been a follower of Bonnie
Prince Charlie. After the battle of
Culloden and a period on the run in
Scotland, he eventually makes his
way to New England, the hardships
of his journey being considerably
alleviated by the companionship of
another Charlie, 'a prince among
wolves'. The human and animal
aspects of the story are skilfully
balanced in a style which, while
essentially plain and unassuming,
has considerable emotional impact.'

Time Stops for No
Mouse
FICTION

***Michael Hoeye, Puffin, 272pp,
0141315121, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 134, May 2002:
'This is an engaging animal
adventure story, with the
disadvantage that the characters are
so heavily humanised that for long
stretches only the occasional
mention of fur or paws reminds us of
their nature. The hero is Hermtix
Tantamoq, a mouse who lives quietly
as a watchmaker until Linka
Perflinger, an attractive mouse
aviator and adventuress, brings in
her watch for repair. Hermux is
captivated, and when Linka fails to
collect her watch he finds a new role
as chivalrous investigator and
rescuer. Hermux is an amusing hero
whose tribulations make for a
pleasant if unremarkable read.'

Kind
1 84234 149 9

Reliable
1 84234 150 2

Fair Honest
1 84234 147 2 1 84234 148 0
PICTURE BOOK

***
Janine Amos, ill. Gwen Green,
Cherrytree 'Viewpoints', 32pp,
£4.99 each
Reviewed BfK 104, May 1997:
'The stories in this series are
concerned with familiar, everyday
events for most older juniors -
copying homework, lending a bike,
promising to feed a friend's pet. The
purpose is to help children from
about eight to eleven years old
consider motivation, the idea of
responsibility or blame, the point of
view of others and the difficulty of
doing the right thing, even when you
know what that is. The books'
obvious worthiness and overt moral
agenda might be off-putting.'

Artemis Fowl: The
Arctic Incident
FICTION

****Eoin Golfer, Puffin, 304pp,
0141312130, £5.99
Reviewed BfK 136, September 2002:
'The pace, plotting and humour in this
second outing for Artemis Fowl, are as
lively and clever as in Golfer's earlier
novel, the technological gadgetry as
impressively inventive and the

onslaught on traditional Irish myth
and legend continues vigorously. But,
most interesting of all perhaps, are the
changes being hinted at in "criminal
mastermind" Artemis himself and his
attitudes. He is, in more senses than
one, a boy on the move.'

Lady, My Life as a
Bitch
FICTION

***MeMn Burgess, Puffin, 208pp,
0 14 131028 6, £5.99
Discussed in Editorial of BfK 131,
November 2001:
'17-year-old Sandra is a female Don
Juan, endlessly and compulsively
replaying the thrill of connection
with one new sexual partner after
another. For Sandra, sexuality is not
a path to intimacy but a protection
against real contact. Transformed
into a dog and thus freed from social
constraints, Sandra (or Lady as she is
now called), is reduced to basic
biological instincts: 'We dogs, we just
do what we want to do... I don't
think. I just do.' Some commentators
have found the depiction of sex in
this novel shocking. In a society
where so much is sexualised, this can
seem a kneejerk reaction to a novel
which appears to be a tongue in
cheek metaphor for existential
choice - and Lady does not conclude
that the sole pursuit of biological
drives leads to human growth and
happiness. This is an edgy, original
and challenging novel of ideas.'
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REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/lnfant
Sweet Dreams, Louie

**Yves Got, Zero to Ten, 12pp,
1 84089 271 4, £7.99 novelty
hbk
Pyjama-clad Louie checks through
his cuddly toys for someone to help
him go to sleep and perchance to
dream. Young, tactile sharers can
participate in the search by feeling
the furry, wrinkly or rough 'skins' of
tiger, elephant or crocodile, before
deciding that a goodnight hug from
Mummy is best. Pleasant enough,
but inconsequential - I can think of
many better ways to spend £7.99 on
bedtime reading. And it's a pity the
original French title, 'Les doudous de
Didou', has been lost in the
translation. AG

Pop-up Toddlerobics

_ ***
Zita Newcome, Walker, 16pp,
0 7445 8117 6, £7.99 novelty
hbk
This selection of well-known action
rhymes - Row your Boat, Peter
hammers, I'm a little Teapot, etc - is
illustrated with the help of moving
parts, operated by levers and wheels.
The effects are sometimes fun,
occasionally bizarre, and probably
won't last very long in the hands of
little ones. My copy lost the action of
one page almost instantly and a
warning on the back advises that the
book is in fact 'not suitable for
children under 36 months'. I can't
think who else it's intended for, so
prepare for some short-lived fun. AG

What Shall We Do with
the Boo Hoo Baby?
DUAL LANGUAGE **
Cressida Cowell, ill. Ingrid
Godon, trans. Maria Helena
Thomas, Mantra, 32pp,
Spanish/English,
1 85269 271 5, £7.50 pbk
As a dual text, this version in Spanish
and English is a little confusing on
the eye. Different fonts have been
used to distinguish the two
languages, which is helpful, but then
there seem to be four different sizes
of print on some of the double page
spreads - pictures and text go across
these. The overall layout of text,
making use of space available
around the illustrations, is not very
easy to follow in one language or the
other, particularly for very young
children. The animals feed, bathe,
play with baby to stop him crying; in
the end he falls asleep by himself in
his cot. Not a particularly satisfying
read. (Available in 21 dual language
editions.) UC

123 Follow Me!

Philippe Dupasquier, Walker,
22pp, 0 7445 9231 3, £5.99
board
You pick up a long, chunky, sturdy
book in soft plain colours, and it
feels good. Cut away numbers are
peeping out, stretching along from a
yellow one to something red at the
end. The pages beg to be opened.
The first page reveals the full, yellow
number one, the word 'one', and a

yellow chick. Orange two peeps out:
turn to reveal it, the word, and the
chick being chased by a hen. Must
grasp the bottom of the two to find
turquoise three, and find the ginger
torn chasing the hen and the chick.
The pictures get more frantic as we
go along, feathers flying, animals
looking anxiously behind them as
the chase gets longer. Then, whoa! at
nine the accumulation of animals
stop and fall over each other, as
someone shouts BOO! At ten they
turn tail and run, not seeing the little
mouse with the megaphone. This
book is delicious, and there is so
much to talk about in it. The pictures
of the animals are complex and
interesting, and not straightforward
to count. SE

Ten Fingers
1 85602 425 3

Diamonds and Squares
1 85602 428 8

Sunny or Cloudy
1 85602 427 X

Blue Sky Blue
1 85602 426 1

***
Ken Wilson-Max, ill. Manya
Stojic, David Bennett Books,
16pp, £4.99 each novelty hbk

Editor's
Choice
Big Mama Makes the
World

*****Phyllis Root, ill. Helen
Oxenbury, Walker, 48pp,
0 7445 7382 3, £12.99 hbk
'When Big Mama made the world,
she didn't mess about.' A stout yet
energetic housewife with a baby on
her hip, Big Mama takes time off
from baking and doing to laundry to
create the world in six days. On the
seventh day, of course, she rests.
Root's poetic, cadenced text is
colloquial and direct and lends
tremendous authority to this
unusual take on the creation story -
the reader, just like the sun and the
moon, would not dream of defying
Big Mama. The naked baby observes
mum's creations with a lively and
benign interest. Whether s/he is a
girl or a boy is not revealed by virtue
of discreet positioning, perhaps with

the US market in mind - there were
once demands that Sendak's naked
baby boy in The Night Kitchen be
given a nappy.
If one can be both epic and homely,
Oxenbury brings it off in her superb
artworks which make confident use
of this book's generously large
format to convey the grandeur of
creation alongside the domestic
cosiness of this supermum and her
large and beautiful baby. RS

Ten fitxjeri byri

A set of cheerful lift-the-flap concept
books, covering the usual topics -
numbers, shapes, opposites and
colours - painted in bright, jolly
gouache. It's hard to be original with
concept books - and indeed one
might ask whether there is any need
to as each new generation of
toddlers comes to them fresh - but
here flaps lift to reveal the relevant
word or numeral, set in texts of
variable style and quality. Some of
the flaps give a slightly surreal air to
the pictures, which are also short of
talking points - and I don't think that
'Five birds... plus one big nest' makes
six - but there is some value in the
series as a whole. AG

Ten Red Apples

*****Virginia Miller, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 9280 1, £10.99 hbk
This is a gentle and engaging
counting book. Bartholomew is an
endearing teddy, and in his garden
there is an old apple tree. We can see,
if we look carefully, some green
apples. Later we might count ten of
them. Turn the page, and there is one
red apple on the tree, and there is the
number one, the word, and a shiny
red apple on the side of the page to
remind us. The apple on the tree
glistens, and if you run your finger
over it, you can feel the shine. As we
turn each page, more apples become
red and shiny, and Bartholomew's

friend the kitten joins him climbing,
too high, and big bear has to help
rescue them. When nine apples are

on the tree, the friends
shake them down. At ten
all the shiny red apples
are on the ground. On
each page the green
apples are there in the
background, one more
of them turning red at
each page turn. Think of
the possibilities for talk
here! One more, how
many left, how many
altogether, what will we

see on the next page? SE

A Box Full of Monsters
DUAL LANGUAGE ****
Riske Lemmens, English text
by Kunal Dutta, Mantra, 32pp,
Panjabi/English,
1 85269 842 X, £9.99 novelty
hbk

Panjabi translation is not too bad,
given the constraints. This flap book
would be a popular addition to early
years. (Available in eight dual
language editions.) UC

Do Your Ears Hang
Low?

***Caroline Jayne Church,
Chicken House, 32pp,
1 903434 63 7, £4.99 novelty
pbk

A super story, amusingly told in
rhyme and lively illustrations with
the kind of little details that will
capture young children's interest and
imagination. Boris has a box which
he's not sure he should open - he
imagines all kinds of monsters
leaping out of it and hiding in
various places. There is lots of fun
lifting the flaps and matching
descriptions of monsters to the
pictures. This dual text version in
Panjabi and English is excellently
produced typographically. It is never
easy to translate rhyming verse - this

The familiar action rhyme is here
given a picture book treatment. Two
dogs, with long and versatile ears,
meet on the top of a hill and engage
in an ear wagging courtship ritual
that deserves to be introduced by
David Attenborough. Full marks to
Church for the idea, although the
execution doesn't quite live up to the
promise. The dogs move to and fro
across the pages, strutting their stuff,
and the culmination of the dance is a
double page fold-out with their ears
ecstatically entwined. However, the
doggy facial expressions and body
gestures don't have the eloquence,
exaggeration or variety that might
have made the most of the idea; and
the setting is not as developed as it
might have been. The story itself is
followed by a double page spread in
which a happy pair of children
demonstrates the actions that go
with the rhyme. CB
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What Shall We Do,
Blue Kangaroo?

****Emma Chichester Clark,
Andersen, 32pp, 1 84270 093 6,
£9.99 hbk

Chichester Clark is one of our finest
artist/authors, and Blue Kangaroo is
rapidly becoming an all-time classic
children's character. This latest story
of Lily and her little blue friend
contains much to enjoy on many
levels and is utterly enchanting.
Chichester Clark achieves a magical
luminosity and richness in her
pictures through her mastery of the
medium of concentrated liquid
watercolour and pencil-crayon. She
is sparing in her employment of full
bleed double-page spreads,
preferring to develop the narrative
through loosely framed single page
images, thus increasing the impact
of the spreads when they arrive. A
sun-saturated town street filled with
plane trees and deliciously quirky
cars (I've always said girls can't draw
cars) is totally uplifting, while further
on another spread shows Lily
dashing to rescue her toys from a
summer shower. You can almost
smell the wet grass. The author is
somehow able to keep this richness
of colour even in the beautifully
atmospheric night scenes. Hidden

away in all this enchantment are
gentle messages about indepen-
dence and learning through play. A
delightful book. MS

Hello! says Oily Bear

***Tony Kenyon, Orion, 32pp,
1 84255 057 8, £7.99 hbk
In spite of his parents' best efforts to
interest him in his new baby sister,
Oily Bear resolutely ignores the
addition to the household. Then,
finding that he can stop her crying,
Oily finds the baby might be of
interest after all. This is a comforting
story which, on a simple level, offers
a message that to accept change it is
necessary to feel involvement with
whatever has caused the change.
The setting has a mid-twentieth-
century feel to it, and mother and
father bear definitely look like
grandparents (of quite a traditional
kind). Slightly fuzzy black outlines
and calming palette add to the
feeling of reassurance which
pervades the Oily Bear household.
There is a touch of humour in the
constant visual interaction between
Oily and his parents. The endpapers
provide a clever opening and closing
note to a tale which offers
reassurance to a young audience. VC

I am a Dog

****Alan Brown, ill. lonathan
Allen, Red Fox, 32pp,
0 09 941327 2, £4.99 pbk
All day long, whilst Dad is at work
and Mum looks after baby sister, the
little boy in this story is a DOG. He
carries his lead to Mum, asking for
walkies; he digs in the flower bed,
presenting squirmy worms to the
baby. Mum almost loses it at one
point, shouting, 'You are not a dog!
You are a boy!' Dad returns home,
and the 'dog' barks a hello, jumps up
to welcome him, and licks his face.
The parents decide a real pet is
called for, and after a successful visit

to the Dog Rescue, their son is
rapidly returned to them, doggy
behaviour forgotten. Knowing small
children who spend playtimes
rushing around being A DOG, I read
this to a class of 6-year-olds with
interest. They thought it was
hilarious, and asked to have it in
their own book collection! Allen's
stylised illustrations with their
expressive line and cross hatching
were highly appealing to the
children. " GB

I Want My Tooth

***Tony Ross, Andersen, 32pp,
1 84270 091 X, £9.99 hbk
Tony Ross's Little Princess is back in
a seventh 'I Want' book. This time the
Princess, proud of her 20 perfect
teeth, is horrified when one wobbles
and eventually disappears myst-
eriously. The search is on - until at
last she 'finds' it, or one just like it,
newly emerged in the mouth of her
previously toothless brother.
Fans of the series will no doubt enjoy
this daft but usefully reassuring story
- though I'm not sure about the
potentially confusing denouement.
Its promotion of tooth brushing and
sensible food will find favour with
parents too. AG

Sweet as a Strawberry!
1 84089 228 5

Cool as a Cucumber!
1 84089 227 7
NON-FICTION

***Sally Smallwood, Zero to Ten,
24pp, £7.99 each novelty hbk

creamy and smooth like...

These are wordbooks for children
aged about two to five years with
crystal clear photographs where you
do not so much lift-the-flap as pull
out the page. Each book presents
and labels foodstuffs: Sweet as a
Strawberry! introduces children to
different kinds of fruit - pineapples,
coconuts and lemons, while the
subject of Cool as a Cucumber! is
vegetables like potatoes, peas and
mushrooms. As well as picturing the
fruit or vegetable, labels are provided
to extend vocabulary - so where the
main picture is a lemon we find the
labels 'juicy', 'slice' and 'peel', and
where we have a main picture of a
potato the labels include 'chips',
'raw' and 'peelings'. Then, by lifting
the flap, pictures are shown of foods
having some qualities in common
with the main one - so that a banana
is 'creamy' and 'smooth' like mashed
potato and celery is 'noisy' and
'crunchy' like toast. These robust
little books would be a helpful
addition to the nursery collection to
encourage talk and to support early
themes round food. MM

REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
Don't Let Go! The Pied Piper

Jeanne Willis, ill. Tony Ross,
Andersen, 32pp, 1 84270 071 5,
£9.99 hbk
Willis and Ross are a formidable
partnership, Willis' seemingly
effortlessly flowing text alongside
Ross's versatile and maturing graphic
work make for a satisfying package.
Don't Let Go! is a book for our times,
exploring the father/daughter
relationship within an implied
broken home context through the
metaphor of the child learning to ride
a bike. Ross's exquisite pen and wash
evocations of a breezy city park are
full of lovely passages. The visual
metaphors come thick and fast as the
girl grows in confidence and her
father realises the need to let go'.
As picture books become
increasingly sophisticated, one
wonders whether this is really a book
designed to tug at the heartstrings of
adults. It does, though, work very
well on other levels. The somewhat
overwrought emotions at the
conclusion of the book may not be to
everyone's taste. MS

**** DUAL LANGUAGE ****
Henriette Barkow, ill. Roland
Dry, trans. Sylvia Denham,
Mantra, 32pp, Chinese/English,
1 85269 930 2, £7.50 pbk

This is a lovely version to share with
children. (Available in 22 dual
language editions, big book format
and on audio CD.) UC

The Divall Story Big
Book
BIG BOOK

***

This is a super dual text - it not only
looks inviting, it's an excellent read.
Dry's evocative illustrations,
recalling a different time and place,
go across each double page spread
with both texts set clearly onto plain
colour backgrounds. The pictures
really support the story and I
particularly like the fact that there is
not too much text on each page.

Anita Ganeri, Evans, 16pp,
0 237 52469 4, £17.99 pbk
A big book of this wonderful story is
welcome especially as it has an
excellent text. The illustrations are a
little disappointing as the characters
all look the same - with the
exception of a picture of Ravana
disguised as an old man. The artist's
decision to make Rama blue, in the
style of religious representations of
Hindu gods, may provide
opportunities for discussion, but is
this necessary when there is already
such a wealth of material to explore
in the story? Still, this is worth having
for Year 3 upwards I think. There are
useful paragraphs on celebrating
Divali and the Ramayana at the end,
along with a recipe for coconut barfi,
an Indian sweet. UC

The Classic Tales of
Hans Christian
Andersen

*****Retold by Margaret Clark, ill.
Christian Birmingham,
Scholastic, 56pp, 0 439 98257
X, £14.99 hbk
Andersen's fairy tales were first
published in Denmark in 1835.
Immediately successful, they were
translated into many languages. The
author became rich and
internationally famous, going on to
write over 150 stories. Clark retells
eight of these best-loved stories with
masterly art. She creates striking
visual images with great ease and the
stories are wonderful for reading
aloud. Her choice of language
conjures up a magical, old story, but
still bears relevance for the modern
reader of today.
Birmingham's illustrations are
breathtaking. He has the ability to
captivate great joy and wonder on a
child's face, and the work in this
book matches his best. There are
many full page coloured pictures,
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beautifully executed, with pencil
drawings on facing pages breaking
up the text. This handsome edition
will ensure that present and future
generations will become familiar
with and grow to love these classic
tales. Highly recommended! GB

The Hidden Forest
INFORMATION STORY

*****Jeannie Baker, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 6163 9, £9.99 hbk
Ben tumbles out of his dinghy in an
attempt to free his fish trap and finds
himself in a fascinating but
potentially dangerous underwater
world where slimy kelp clings. Safely
back in his dinghy he rows back to
the shore to seek the help of his
friend, Sophie, who is a strong diver
and will be able to help him untangle
the trap.
The book reveals the mysterious
hidden environment of a layered
kelp forest beneath the sea in
Tasmania's Tasman Peninsula, a
forest that sways back and forth with
the movement of the waves. The
author appeals to our senses to
communicate the kind of experience
the young divers have: kelp 'slides'
against them and feels like 'swirling
velvet' while their eyes feast on the
'dark gleaming shape of a whale* and
on the 'shafts of sunlight
shimmering in the kelp branches'.
Baker is well known for her
distinctive artwork, based on models
of carefully arranged natural
materials. In the pictures in this
book these include seaweeds,
sponges and sands. Wonderful
effects have been achieved by
modelling the kelp with a
translucent artist's clay and realising
the sea water with the use of resin.
The powerful illustrations and
simple but evocative text will help
children of about age six to nine
learn much of significance about
both natural history and geography.
But they will learn other things as
well for, with the lightest of touches,
the author helps us become aware of
an attitude change: the boy who
emptied out small fish from his trap
'in disgust to let them die' now feels
that all sea creatures are 'wonderful'
and deserve to be left in their
underwater world. MM

The Great Fire of
London
NON-FICTION ****
0237524112

Homes
NON-FICTION

***0 237 52407 4
Seaside Holidays
NON-FICTION

***0 237 52409 0
Florence Nightingale
NON-FICTION

****0 237 52410 4
Toys
NON-FICTION

***0 237 52408 2
Stewart Ross, Evans 'Start-up
History', 24pp, £9.99 each hbk

STARTUP

HISTORY

rmc or LONDON

STARTUP

HISTORY

FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE

The titles in this new series have a
clear purpose: they support the units
in the History Schemes of Work at
Key Stage One (5-7 year olds). Young
children are prepared for later study
by being introduced to ways of
acquiring evidence and ways of
comparing 'then and now'. Each
book also tries to develop a sense of
time by providing chronologies of
selected background information
and, in Florence Nightingale and
The Great Fire of London, including
a sequence of pictures as a
framework to help the child retell the
events. In the United Kingdom, texts
to support the curriculum areas
often also have a role in the literacy
hour as examples to explain the
construction of non-fiction texts.
These books contain a useful range
of non-fiction writing - non-
narrative text, diary entries,
newspaper reports, letters and
annotations on diagrams and
posters. The clear, attractive design
and the quality and abundance of
the illustrations (which include old
and contemporary photographs,
posters, paintings and diagrams) are
likely to appeal to the visually aware,
computer literate 5-7 year olds of
today. The 'straight off the press'

impression is further reinforced by
the copious websites included
alongside books and places to visit in
the 'further information' sections.
Old photographs and paintings
appeal to young imaginations and
these are particularly well chosen
and placed in Florence Nightingale.
Children are told the story of
Florence's work in tending soldiers
during the Crimean War, but also
encouraged to think like young
historians by reflecting on how we
find evidence of a person's life and
times. Seaside Holidays also has
interesting photographs but, in
some cases, larger images would
have been more helpful to compare
the clothes worn a hundred years
ago with today's.
Toys does rather better with
delightful, large pictures of rubber
Minibrix, wooden toys like a Noah's
Ark, old steam engines and rag,
plastic and china dolls. The contrast
between old and contemporary
materials used for making toys is
clearly shown, but adults should be
prepared to answer questions about
how some of die toys worked.
Supplementary material on each
topic is provided for parents and
teachers and I particularly like the
vocabulary lists. (The same words
appear at the bottom of appropriate
pages throughout the book.) I have
often said that reflective
practitioners like to think of their
own ideas for activities and
discussion topics, but many of those
suggested in each of these books
would be a helpful starting point.
Each book aims to stimulate thought
and intelligent speculation but I
think some of the titles succeed here
more than others. The Great Fire of
London encourages young readers
to discuss why a little fire became a
big fire and whether there were any
good outcomes from a tragic event.
Perhaps Homes is a little less
exciting, not really going much
beyond the familiar 'then' and 'now'
comparisons. Telling us that a
microwave oven 'uses electricity and
cooks food quickly' does not take us
very far but, to be fair, the teacher or
parent can explain further. And this
is the point to emphasise about
these books. They are well organised
and often imaginatively illustrated
but the text is fairly minimal so that
we need the informed mediation of
teacher or parent in answering
questions and extending comment if
children are to learn from them. MM

I Wonder Why My
Tummy Rumbles and
other questions about
my body
NON-FICTION

***Brigid Avison, various
illustrators, Kingfisher 'I
Wonder Why' series, 32pp,
0 7534 0758 2, £2.99 pbk
Part of a cheerful question-and-
answer series for younger readers,
this particular title provides a
straightforward introduction to the
workings of the human body.
Cartoons and cutaway artworks sit
alongside suitably pitched text for
the Key Stage 1 age group, with
extended captions answering such
questions as 'What are germs?' or
'Why do I blink?'. Nothing
remarkable or outstanding on offer
here, but there is nothing to offend
either. If it all looks vaguely familiar,
this series has in fact been around
for nearly ten years, but is reissued

here in a more compact format. At
£2.99 it represents good value
resource material for school and
classroom libraries. SU

Bongani's Day: From
Dawn to Dusk in a
South African City
Gisele Wulfsohn, 0 7112 1934 6
Boushra's Day: From
Dawn to Dusk in an
Egyptian City
Khaled Eldash and Dalia
Khattab, 071121931 1
Enrique's Day: From
Dawn to Dusk in a
Peruvian City
Sara Andrea Fajardo,
07112 19338
Huy and Vinh's Day:
From Dawn to Dusk in
a Vietnamese City
Jim Holmes and Tom Morgan,
07112 19354
lina-Marja's Day: From
Dawn to Dusk in
Lapland
Jaakko Alatalo, 0 7112 1932 X
NON-FICTION ****
Frances Lincoln, 32pp, £10.99
each hbk
These are attractive books which aim
to introduce the lives of children in
developing nations to children in the
developed world. It's an enterprise
which has its problems. How
different is life for children in
Vietnam or Peru, and where does the
difference lie? Is it a question of
wealth and opportunity, of religion,
of culture? These books leave the
question of wealth and opportunity
largely to one side. Intended for
children of 5 to 10 years old, they set
themselves firmly on the common
ground of family and school life,
encouraging the child reader to
empathise with their subjects.
Each follows a day in the life of their
subjects, in the form of a photo diary,
which, although apparently
informal, is carefully arranged to
illuminate differences in food, dress,
customs, worship and play. These
are children that the reader might
very well like to visit, and their
portraits smile out invitingly on the
covers. The books are beautifully
produced invitations in landscape
format, with intricately decorated
borders to the pages and
photographs, which themselves
include cultural echoes. They are
written and photographed by
authors who, for the most part, live
in the countries they are describing.
The text describes not only the life of
an individual family but also offers
additional information in italics in
the main body of the book, sections
at the back on history and language,
and a glossary of unfamiliar terms.
The children's lives that are shown
are very similar. There are perhaps
two reasons for this. First, all the
families are relatively prosperous
and all, except lina-Marja's, live in
cities. Their school and home
environments would give little cause
for comment to a middle-class child
in Britain. Secondly, for such urban
middle-class families, cultural
differences are being eroded by a
global culture that makes Harry
Potter and Disney as certain a
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presence in a Peruvian childhood as
in a South African one. This
development is most apparent in
lina-Marja's day in Lapland, where
the life of reindeer herders in the
Arctic Circle is in a state of transition

and semi-preservation exemplified
by the traditional reindeer skin tent
(goahti). This is now erected in the
garden of lina-Marja's grandmother's
more solid brick-built house. It is a
reminder of a nomadic way of life

that is disappearing.
These families are not typical of
most children's lives in their
countries. Bongani in South Africa is
brought up in a multi-racial family in
a multi-racial suburb and goes to a

multi-racial school. But the search
for a typical family is probably futile,
and this is as good a place for
younger children to start as any. It
relies on teachers and parents to fill
in the bigger picture. CB

REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle
Charles Dickens and
Friends

*****Retold and illustrated by
Marcia Williams, Walker, 48pp,
0 7445 9232 1, £10.99 hbk
Williams retells five great stories
here, starting with Oliver Twist and
then going on to Great Expectations,
A Tale of Two Cities, David
Copperfield and finally A Christmas
Carol. Her technique is to run brief,
straight narrative boxes underneath
riotous comic strip illustrations, so
that the occasional grim subject
matter of these stories is counter-
balanced by pictures where nothing
is taken seriously. Death, deprivation
and despair are therefore made
bearable by illustrations whose good
humour and inventiveness are never
in doubt. Characters who have since
become harmful stereotypes, such
as Fagin, now appear as no more
grotesque than anyone else, villain
or hero.
Williams describes in a short preface
how she first fell under the spell of
these stories after hearing them read
at school. Now there no longer
seems time in the curriculum for
such verbal feasts, giving this book to
a child would still be an excellent
second best. NT

Screw Loose
Alison Prince, 68pp,
1 84299 099 3

Screw Loose
4u2read.ok
Alison Prince, 64pp,
1 84299 071 3

Friday Forever
Annie Dalton, ill. Brett
Hudson, 96pp, 1 84299 004 7

Friday Forever
4u2read.ok
Annie Dalton, ill. Brett
Hudson, 92pp, 1 84299 070 5

***
Barrington Stoke, £4.50 each
pbk
Harrington Stoke publish books for
reluctant readers: children who have
a specific learning difficulty such as
dyslexia, or who have fallen behind
in reading because English isn't their
first language, who lack confidence,
are bored at school or have attention
problems. Screw Loose and Friday
Forever are both for children who
are aged between 8 and 13 but who
have the reading ability of an 8-year-
old.
Maintaining the interest of reluctant
readers calls for action-packed
stories and these are certainly that.
Both stories hinge on an inexplicable
and uncanny event: Prince's hero
Roddy spends the first half of the
book literally causing the school to
fall apart with the help of ~a
screwdriver he's found but is
suddenly and mysteriously
appointed headmaster with the task

of putting the school back together -
metaphorically this time. Meanwhile
Dalton's Lenny has a 'Groundhog
Day' experience and is forced to
relive one miserable Friday over and
over again until he finds a way to
change it.
Both books prove that writing short
and accessible doesn't need to mean
writing down: each boy is on the
outside and the stories, in their
different ways, look at why it's
important to find a place
comfortable for you inside society.
The 4u2read.ok editions of these
books are specially adapted versions
of the story for children aged 8-13
but with a reading age below 8; the
texts have been simplified and some
vocabulary changed, there's more
direct speech and speech bubbles
are used to make absolutely clear
what a character is thinking.
Cleverly, the books look almost
identical to the original editions so
that they can be used in a mixed
ability class with no-one the wiser.
Interestingly, while Prince's is the
most sophisticated - more is left to
the reader to work out and Roddy's
transformation into head requires
some reading between the lines - it
works the better of the two in the
4u2read.ok format. Even with the
abbreviated text, we still understand
just how Roddy thinks and how he
comes to work out what school is for.
Dalton's book hangs on its
demonstration of cause and effect
and at times, to make the book fit the
new format, some of the causes have
been removed. It suffers a little as a
result and some of the depth has
gone.
All four books however are still
gripping, accessible and will be
thoroughly enjoyable to their
intended readers and others. AR

The Wolf's Footprint

*****Susan Price, Hodder, 96pp,
0 340 85594 0, £7.99 hbk
No one writes this kind of dark tale
better than Price. It is set in a
medieval time in which a failed

harvest might mean that the poor
starve in winter, unable on pain of a
quicker death to touch the deer and
rabbits that the rich hunt for sport.
Price brilliantly reworks folk themes
- abandoned children in the forest,
their adoption by wolves, and the
ability to shift between animal and
human shape - to create an
atmospheric and poignant story. It
touches obliquely, as such tales often
do, on questions of power, privilege
and freedom, without losing
dramatic intensity. Not a word is
wasted. The means by which the
children change their form, by
drinking the water caught in a wolf
or human footprint, is simple and
absolutely right. Told in large print,
with illustrations (unfortunately
unaccredited) that add lightness and
humour, the story could be read
aloud to a child old enough for
Hansel and Gretel, and will grip
anyone who is old enough to read it
for themselves. CB

Doctor Quack

****Geraldine McCaughrean,
ill. Ross Collins, Hodder,
112pp, 0 340 87377 9, £7.99 hbk
This book has the feel and the
landscape of a traditional tale, and is
advertised as an 'accessible novel for
more confident readers'. As readers
of McCaughrean's other work might
expect, there is a lot going on. The
plot is a vaguely circular one in
which Benedick, a young man
cruelly defrauded by a quack doctor,
sets up himself as a travelling
salesman of dubious potions and,
with a quick wit and some luck, not
only gains his revenge on his
deceiver but the hand of the princess
into the bargain. McCaughrean
makes the most of the opportunity
for word play and humour afforded
by Benedick's sales patter and the
way he talks himself out of the king's
dungeon. This may need a more
confident reader to appreciate to the
full, and one or two of the plot
devices are more contrived than
convincing. Would the king really
believe that his subjects had been
changed into ducks just because
they shouted 'Quack' at Benedick?
The illustrations go for simple folk
comedy, while the writing offers a
more sophisticated wit. None of this
will detract from a fast-moving,
inventive story where the author's
enjoyment in what she is doing is
palpable. CB

Drop Dead, Danielle

***Jenny Oldfield, ill. Neal
Layton, Hodder'Totally Tom',
112pp, 0 340 85106 6, £3.99 pbk
If you are looking for a follow-up to
the 'Horrid Henry' series, with a
protagonist as anti-social as Henry
himself, look no further! Tom Bean,
who is the anti-hero of the 'Totally
Tom' series, has all the qualities that
teachers hope children in their class
will NOT have; consequently what

Tom gets up to in school will be
relished by his fans. In this latest
book, Tom manages to rescue a
runaway pony, sabotage his
brother's date with his girlfriend, and
continue the feud with Danielle. But
is he really guilty of flooding one of
the cloakrooms, as Danielle
maintains? The illustrations by
Layton are humorous, and match
the story well; the somewhat
anarchic tone of the book reflects
current realities in school to a't', but
will not appeal to everyone. RL

It's Raining Pigs &
Noodles
0 00 713997 7

A Pizza the Size of the
Sun
0 00 714000 2
POETRY

***Jack Prelutsky, ill. James
Stevenson, Collins, 160pp,
£7.99 each hbk
Prelutsky is one of the most popular
children's poets in America and over
the years has built up a considerable
British following. He has said that
poems 'with the accent on humour
and light verse' are more relevant to
today's children. Therein lies the
strength and the weakness of these
two new collections. The poems
usually use the first person voice, are
light-hearted, amusing and full of
imaginative word-play: Chuck: 'I'm
Chuck, the chore evader / and adept
procrastinator. / I've got lots of
strategies - / I'll demonstrate them
later.'
However, they become relentless
and one just longs for the relief of a
more thought-provoking poem
without T or 'me' in it. HT

Diary of a Princess:
A Tale from Marco
Polo's Travels
NON-FICTION

****Heather Maisner, ill. Sheila
Moxley, Frances Lincoln,
32pp, 0711218544, £10.99
hbk

This is the story of a journey, told
through the diary of the young
Princess Kokachin, who has been
summoned by the Emperor Kublai
Khan to travel to Persia to become
the new wife of the Khan of Persia.
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Overland travel being considered too
dangerous, the party must take the
long sea route from China through
the Indian Ocean to Persia. The
Mongols were no seafarers, so Kublai
Khan enlisted the help of the
Venetian explorer Marco Polo to
accompany the Princess on her
voyage. Marco Polo's travel journal
gives us the bare facts, but Heather
Maisner convincingly recreates the
two-year journey, imagining how the
Princess would have recorded events
in her own diary. Storms, disease and
pirate attacks beset the fleet, and
there are tales of sea monsters and
fierce inhabitants of islands along
the way. Moxley's richly evocative
illustrations depict the strangeness
and unfamiliarity of the sights the
Princess encounters and the jewel-
like colours of the Persian court.
Based on Marco Polo's 13th-century
journals, this unusual picture book
offers a fresh approach to a
fascinating period of history when
east and west travelled side by side.

SU

Global Warming
NON-FICTION

**Chris Oxlade, Franklin Watts
'Our Planet in Peril', 32pp,
0 7496 4480 X, £11.99 hbk
This book takes as its baseline the
fact that global warming is here to
stay and is being caused by human
activities. Both points are still
arguable, but to present the
arguments would need a bigger and
more complex book, so what we get
here is a dozen spreads outlining the
most evident causes, features and
effects of current manifestations of
climate change. Floods in Europe,
drought in Africa, deforestation,
recycling and George W Bush's
contribution to the Kyoto Protocol
all get into this unexceptional but
unexceptionable series member,
which should be considered as a
useful gap-filler rather than a
primary information source. TP

Protecting the
Environment
NON-FICTION

*****Diane Church, Franklin Watts
'Charities at Work', 32pp,
07496 4075 8, £11.99 hbk
Thomas Carlyle did us all a good
turn when he coined the word
'environment' - its all-embracing
nature has saved us reams of paper
and megajoules of energy. And this
book is about, among other things,
saving paper and energy, and
embracing nature. The formula is
simple - one environmental concern
per spread - its nature explained and
a case-study or two showing the
actions of one or more
environmental charities to better the
situation. Concerns range from
protecting local natural areas ('Have
you ever visited any unspoilt areas?'
asks the author) exemplified by
Friends of the Earth against peat,

and the CPRE against greenfield
building, to transport pollution and
Sustrans' Safe Routes to School.
The text is admirably simple, clear
and direct ('Do you like fish and
chips? If you do, you should know
that cod is disappearing from our
seas') and illustrations carefully
chosen. Having made its valuable
points, the book goes on to list two
pages of eminently achievable ways
to 'do your bit' - use a washing line,
not a tumbledrier, use both sides of
the paper, feed the birds, etc. And
then there's a list of all the charities
mentioned in the text, with 'phone
numbers and web addresses (try
www.realnappy.com for something
different!).
An excellent volume which
combines objective realism with
bright optimism, all very clearly
expressed. The series also offers
contributions about working with
'disadvantaged' people and with
animals, which should also be well
worth a look. TP

A Voice of Her Own:
The Story of Phiilis
Wheatley, Slave Poet
NON-FICTION ***
Kathryn Lasky, ill. Paul Lee,
Candlewick Press
(Massachusetts, USA), 40pp,
0 7636 0252 3, £10.99 hbk
This well produced picture book is
divided into short chapters. In some
places the text is superimposed on
ochre which works well for a story
with an historical setting. It is the
true story of a young girl taken into
slavery in 1761. The first chapter
shows Phiilis as a young girl on board
a slave ship sitting next to shackled
adult males. The fear amid total
misery is evident. The colours are
sombre as is the text. I think Phiilis'
voice needed to be heard at this
point in this story.
Phiilis is fortunate to be chosen by a
kind white woman who treats her
well and who recognises her
intelliegence. Phiilis is given support
and after being in America 'a mere
sixteen months' she learns to speak

English, read the bible and
understand it. She then moves on to
Latin, Greek, geography and
mathematics. This seemed
somewhat overstated. Phiilis also
begins to write poetry.
Her mistress takes her to perform
her poetry in front of her friends and
an incident in which she arrives at
the house of the man who
kidnapped her from Africa makes it
clear that Phiilis should have been
given a voice - it would have made
the story more powerful. The
connection between an America
enslaved by England is interesting
but dismissed without much
explanation. At last we hear Phiilis'
voice through her poetry.
This true story of an 18th-century
black poet has to be welcomed. The
illustrations are excellent. This book
can be used for Black History Month
in the primary classroom, but should
be handled with care. VW

Explorers Wanted! In
the Jungle
NON-FICTION

*****Simon Chapman, Egmont,
128pp, 1 4052 0553 9, £4.99 pbk
Here we are invited, by physics
teacher-cum-jungle addict Chap-
man, to 'learn jungle survival, trek
through rainforest, find lost cities,
brave the sweltering heat, battle
swarms of stinging insects and
discover Indian (sic) tribes' through
the medium of a modest black and
white paperback. Yes, folks, like the
Merseysippi Jazz Band before us
we're off Up the Amazon! Writing in
an attractively informal thrill-a-line
style, Chapman rushes us through
the whole gamut of tropical trekkery,
combining fascinating fact with
sound advice, soldered together with
agreeable humour. Chapman
obviously knows his stuff and writes,
from personal experience, with the
ability to punch it home. Whether
you enjoy his Ray Mears-on-jungle-
juice style is, I suppose, a personal
decision, but a whiz through this
deceptively lightweight primer will

at least entertain, and, should the
time arise, leave your better
prepared for an Amazon Adventure
than Willard Price ever did.
Incidentally one wonders if this
Chapman is any relation to F
Spencer Chapman, whose The
Jungle is Neutral is a classic of the
genre. TP

PEAaFAHOUSf—

Joan of Arc and her
Marching Orders
NON-FICTION *****
Phil Robins, ill. Philip Reeve,
Scholastic Hippo 'Dead
Famous', 208pp,
0439981107, £4.99 pbk
Just occasionally a book in a series
transcends the limitations of its
format. Joan of Arc won't disappoint
any fan of the 'Dead Famous' style of
historical biography. There is the
usual slapstick, melodrama,
cartoons, jokes, anomalous news-
paper reports and secret diaries. But
Robins succeeds at the same time in
conveying a great deal about the life
and mind of medieval France. He
and Phil Reeve lack nothing in
humour and verve, even the jokes
are a cut above the average. They
also create a coherent narrative, full
of powerful characters, none more
extraordinary than Joan herself -
driven, foolhardy, vulnerable,
supremely self-confident, shrewd -
whose sense of divine destiny
transformed her, for a brief space,
from a powerless peasant girl, barely
more than a child, into the most
powerful warrior in France. There
have been more expensive and
serious books on Joan for children,
but none better than this. Robins
does an excellent job of boiling down
a considerable body of historical
scholarship and, in his capable
hands, the burlesque and carnival of
the presentation serve to illuminate
the weakness and duplicity of Joan's
friends and foes alike and to
heighten the achievements and
tragedy of the maid herself. CB

REVIEWS 10-14 Middle/Secondary
Through the Tempests
Dark and Wild: A Story
of Mary Shelley

**Sharon Darrow, ill. Angela

Barrett, Walker, 40pp,
0 7445 5664 3, £12.99 hbk

Considered as a story, or a miniature
biography, this short book is a
curious and unsuccessful hybrid,
which keeps changing its mind

about its objectives. Regarded as a
picture book, however, it is a
beautiful and striking publication,
with illustrations by Angela Barrett
which are remarkable colour
compositions, rich in atmosphere.
The book is a fictionalised account of

Mary Shelley, the author of
Frankenstein, in the phase of her
early youth just before her
elopement with the poet Shelley.
This is preceded and followed by
potted biographical material in a
quite different style. After pages of
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simple storytelling prose, readers are
told that efforts were made to ban
Frankenstein 'because of its
underlying criticism of society's
move towards industrialization'. The
purpose seems to be to introduce a
life in some ways waywardly
romantic, but in others an
exemplary feminist model, and a
body of work both gothically creepy
and politically radical. In
consequence the book seems
directed towards two quite different
potential readerships, separate in
age and interests. A wonderfully
eerie Scottish ghost story - a short
tale within a tale, only tenuously
linked to Mary - proves to be its
greatest narrative success. So this is
an erratic, indecisive text, in part
redeemed by admirable illustrations.

PHo

Dark Wind Blowing

***Jackie French, Collins, 128pp,
0 00 714017 7, £4.99 pbk
While not all of the events in this
novel pass the credibility test, they
indubitably provide the basis for a
story of accelerating, nail-biting
tension. Compressed into a mere
nine hours of one particular Friday,
the narrative focuses on Australian
schoolboy Lance Loosley, perceived
by his fellow pupils as the
quintessential 'loser', and his
increasingly desperate efforts to gain
some means of recognition and
respect. Can he possibly be telling
the truth when he holds the school
to ransom with tales of a virus
lurking in the test tube which he
threatens to smash in their
presence? This is to be only one of
many questions which, Mike, Lance's
classmate and the story's narrator,
has to face, as he comes to consider
the most fundamental of matters:
who, or what, individually or
collectively, is responsible for
creating the Lances of our world?
Complex in places, though over-
simplified in others, this all amounts
to a young person's thriller of
considerable appeal. RD

The Devil's Toenail

*****Sally Prue, Oxford, 160pp,
0192719114, £6.99 pbk
'When you've given up your life to a
fossilized mollusc it really does
things to your personality.' This is the
slightly rueful conclusion arrived at
by Stephen Geoffrey Saunders, Prue's
young teenage hero, towards the end
of his adventures with his particular
'fossilized mollusc', the 'devil's
toenail' of the title. Here is an
extremely powerful story which, in
essence, is about power itself, its
uses and abuses. The theme is given
impressive treatment in a narrative
which takes a refreshingly different
view of the world of boyhood gangs,
their apparent attractions, their
potential to corrupt and, at least in
cases such as this, their ultimate role
as a transitional stage to growth and
independence. Told in a sequence of
49 short chapters, as if in Stephen's
own edgy, staccato voice, Prue's
novel probes various corners of
young male darkness in a manner
which, while always highly
convincing (and often very
entertaining), is also occasionally
disturbing and challenging - but
only because we recognize its truth.
Highly recommended. RD

Read My Lips

***Jana Novotny Hunter, Walker,
176pp, 0 7445 9053 1, £4.99 pbk
Following a bout of meningitis at the
age of five, Cat becomes profoundly
deaf. Believing she has her best
interests at heart, her mother sends
her away to a school the students
have nicknamed 'Deaf City'. It is not
entirely clear where this story is set;
the 'dorms', the teachers, the names
of the characters make it feel
American but at other points we
seem to be in England - pounds get
spent, not dollars. Central to the
story is the rivalry between two
groups within the school; those who
use sign language and those who use
speech and mouth reading. At
school, Cat and her best friend are
'signers'. When she falls for a
'speaker', the new boy Joey Estrada,
things get very difficult.
This book is a real attempt to
describe a complex, internal battle
within the deaf community. But still,
it might be hard for young readers to
understand this little known conflict
if they have never had to think about
the many ways in which deaf people
communicate with each other and
with the outside world. In the story,
Cat feels inferior and chooses to
learn to speak, but it isn't clear that
this isn't really a choice for those
deafened from birth, or that sign is a
complete language with its own
grammar and syntax; the only
possible form of communication for
many deaf people. Novotny Hunter
barely touches on the important fact
that for many years sign language
was banned in schools for the deaf,
so that young people had to invent
their own ways to sign.
She clearly knows her stuff; the
preface tells us about her personal
knowledge of these issues, and she
credits a Californian school for the
hearing impaired. Through Cat's
preparation for a school debate, the
reader will learn a lot about how deaf
people feel about themselves and
the world. But I found it hard to
believe that in a modern school for
deaf children, teachers would ban
girls like Cat from joining the
Outsiders Club which organises trips
to the fair (this is crucial to the story)
because children who use only sign
language would not be able to
communicate. What happened to
the idea of interpreters, used by all
the sign language users I know?
Despite some misgivings, the
descriptions of bullying and
exclusion are well told. Cat comes
across as a strong character and the
message at the end of the story is
moving, powerful and positive. LK

Girls in Tears

****Jacqueline Wilson, ill. Nick
Sharratt, Doubleday, 192pp,
0 385 60183 2, £10.99 hbk
This is another perfectly realised
slice of the lives of Ellie, Magda and
Nadine, stars ofWilson's 'Girls' series.
Teenagers' lives, as Wilson
understands better than anyone, are
filled with tragedy and certainly the
girls here are often in floods of tears
(narrator Ellie in particular). Reasons
vary - betrayal by boyfriend, death of
a pet hamster, potential break-up of
parents' marriage.
If a sense of scale is not the girls'
strong point, Wilson carries out her

usual deft balancing act,
imperceptibly giving weight to the
really important issues while
acknowledging the effect of a friend
saying something mean. By the end
of the book, the girls have grown up
a little and learned something about
themselves - and so probably has
the reader. Wilson knows too just
how much wish-fulfilment to mix in
with the true to life, granting Ellie a
special talent as well as her happy
ending - it's immensely satisfying.
Loving Jacqueline Wilson is... never
being disappointed. AR

A Shocking Accident:
Stories with a Sting in
the Tail

***Edited by Sara Corrin with Eve
Corrin, Walker, 192pp,
0 7445 8641 0, £4.99 pbk
This is a varied and entertaining
collection of short stories, some
long, some very short, which have in
common a surprise conclusion, but
otherwise differ considerably in
subtlety and seriousness. They range
from straightforward comedy (James
Thurber's 'The Night the Bed Fell'
and Graham Greene's A Shocking
Accident') and mixed horrors (Roald
Dahl's 'Lamb to the Slaughter', and
Poe's 'The Tell-Tale Heart') to witty
puzzles (Marina Mizzau's At the
Airport'), straight realism (Jack
London's 'To Build a Fire') and the
savage classic irony of Maupassant's
'The Necklace'. As some of these
titles will suggest, there are stories
here that have become routine
anthology choices; no self-
respecting anthologist should yet
again be recycling Saki's 'Sredni
Vashtar'. Recent work is poorly
represented; only two of the fourteen
stories are by living writers. But there
are just enough unusual stories here,
together with the skilful mix of genre,
length and level, to make this a
useful addition to school resources.

PHo

Boy Overboard

****Morris Gleitzman, Puffin,
192pp, 0 670 91408 8, £10.99
hbk
Boy Overboard tells the story of an
Afghan family's struggle to escape
the horrors of life in a ravaged
country under a callous regime. In a
fast-paced tale of escape and exile,

liBRRIS GLEITZMAN

bravery is set against brutality, peace
is set against persecution, and, set
against fanaticism, there is football!
Jamal, who narrates the story, has to
content himself with playing football
with his friend Yusuf, an amputee,
amidst a flotsam of fighting:
abandoned tanks, unexploded
landmines and rocket craters. His
ten-year-old sister Bibi - a spirited
soul and exclaimer of earthy
effusions - refuses to content herself
with staying indoors. When the
secret school their mother runs is
discovered by the authorities, the
family are forced to flee both their
home and their homeland.
The accusatory tone of the final
chapter comes as quite a surprise.
The end is not the new beginning the
reader expects. Abandonment
beckons - not asylum. Having
survived landmines, firing squads
and storms, we are left to wonder
whether Jamal, his family and
friends, are doomed to live in the
'purgatory' of an Australian-
adminstered 'transit' island rather
than their 'Promised Land', Australia
itself. NA

Climbing a Monkey
Puzzle Tree

***Karen Wallace, Simon &
Schuster, 208pp,
0 689 83678 3, £7.99 pbk
Post JKR, boarding schools are back.
But Woodmaston House for Girls is
no Hogwarts and neither does it
offer the Malory Towers adventure
which Nancy, barely 12, had hoped
for when she was shipped off to
school in England from her log
house home in Quebec in the Sixties.
(The blurb tells us that the young
Karen Wallace made a similar
journey.) Nancy finds herself caged
in a small-minded, mean-spirited,
even vindictive world. Her only route
to acceptance in the dorm is by
telling nightly stories, playing out the
other girls' fantasies. No matter how
hard she tries, she cannot win favour
with the malignant Nurse Blessed.
Happily, Nancy is befriended by the
sympathetic Miss Parkes who,
inevitably, teaches English and
admires Nancy's written stories. The
book (physically a pleasure to
handle) will undoubtedly keep its
readers turning the pages eagerly -1
read it at one sitting myself. Those
readers will presumably mostly be
girls (or their furtive brothers) for
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whom the claustrophobic boarding
school of the Sixties and the period
references to Cliff Richard and Elvis
could exert a certain fascination. The
dilemmas, spats, jealousies and
dreams are timeless. The dialogue is
often amusing and certainly
evocative of the best friends/worst
enemies conversations of
adolescence. To call the book
'undemanding' is not to imply a
shallowness; but the text does not
ask too many questions of its reader
beyond posing the odd fairly
transparent mystery. Any
complexities are up there on the
surface and the reader will want to
keep racing along at headlong speed
to make sure those that deserve
them get their deserts and that
Nancy wins through in the end. GF

Going For Stone

****Philip Gross, Oxford, 224pp,
0 19 271905 X, £6.99 pbk
Nick runs away from home and finds
himself on the streets of a strange
city, with no money. Transfixed by
the human statues, like Swan and
The Saints, street performers who
can almost turn themselves into
stone, he decides to turn himself into
Amadeus, a human statue of the
young Mozart. But someone is
watching, waiting in the shadows;
Antonin the legendary mime artist is
scouting for new talent. When Nick
and Swan are recruited into the cult
of young performers who strive to
attain the ultimate stone like state,
they find themselves in grave danger.
Gross' poetic prose evokes all of the
reader's senses; sounds have texture
and speech is revealed through
visual imagery. This multi-sensory
view of the world contrasts with the
Statues, who must suppress all
sensation to attain a Mind of Stone.
The story is narrated by Nick whose
concern about his friend Swan
reveals his awakening love for her
and his desire to protect her. I found
the frequent reflective questioning a
bit heavy handed; 'How did she
know? Had he followed me? Had he
or she or someone else I didn't know
about, been watching all the time?'
And occasionally the voice of the
sixteen-year-old narrator did not
ring true. Nevertheless, Going For
Stone is an original and enigmatic
novel which builds suspense until
the final shocking denouement. NG

Massive

****Julia Bell, Macmillan Young
Picador, 240pp, 0 330 41547 6,
£9.99 pbk

Carmen's mother is obsessed with
her weight: thinness equates with
beauty, success and happiness -
except the last seems to elude her.
She has rejected her family, husband
and friends as unsuitable for her
social aspirations and is determined
to make a new start back home, in
Birmingham, with Carmen. The
reader's sympathies are divided
between Carmen and her mother -
both isolated, unhappy with their
self-image and frustrated at the
narrow boundaries of their lives.
Carmen's salvation comes when her
mother is admitted to hospital for
treatment for her anorexia and her
aunt takes her in, treating her with a
close warmth she has not
experienced before. When Carmen
and her friend Paisley burn Paisley's
collection of Barbie dolls at the end
of the novel, the symbolism is telling
- her rejection of a perfect figure is
an affirmation of her life,
imperfections and all. VR

Malka

****Mirjam Pressler, Macmillan
Young Picador, 256pp,
0 330 41550 6, £9.99 pbk

Recent novels in translation from the
European mainland, especially from
Germany, have transported young
readers into the cattle trucks and to
the gas chamber itself. Malka offers a
journey into another experience of
the Jewish persecution - the story of
a seven-year-old child, separated
from her family, close to the eastern
borders of Poland in 1943. The
staccato menace of Nazi jackboots is
never far away as Malka encounters
kindness, cruelty and indifference
while she endures acute hunger and
feverish illness. She survives, but at a
psychological price.
The novel is loosely based upon the
experiences of a woman the author
met some 50 years after the event.
For all the fictional expansion of the
facts, it may be that the novel suffers
from its historical basis. What seems
to have preoccupied Pressler was the
dilemma which faced the real
Malka's mother, who 'chose' to leave
her behind in Poland while she
escaped with her older daughter to
Hungary. The narrative has a dual
perspective - we switch frequently
between the viewpoints of mother
and her younger daughter. The shifts
are in fact so rapid, in the early
section of the book especially, as to
be disconcerting; and difficult
demands are made upon the reader's
'activity'. While our sympathies

NEW
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***
"

Patrick Wood, Scholastic,
272pp, 0 439 98196 4, £12.99
hbk
This first novel is set in a dystopian
world that is strangely familiar and
yet unfamiliar. Dushma is a non-
person by law as she has no ID card.
As a result she cannot register to go
to school or even buy tickets to
travel. She hides away, looked after
by her increasingly unsympathetic
aunt. When she decides to escape
she appears to be being followed.
Rescued by a band of fellow outcasts
who hide out in disused tube
tunnels, the mystery of her pursuer
deepens. Who is she?
Wood is an ambitious writer full of
good ideas which his rather
rambling plot does not always
contain. Dushma's romantic interest

in fellow fugitive, Beltrowser, could
also be more convincing. Wood's
ability to create a strongly
imaginative world is not, however, in
doubt and this debut novel promises
much for the future. RS

could hardly avoid becoming
compassionately engaged by the
vulnerable and uncomprehending
Malka, we may distance ourselves in
judgement of her doctor-mother,
Hannah.
If this makes for uneasy reading and
remains a structural problem
throughout the novel, the content of
the story is nevertheless horrifyingly
fascinating. Malka's time alone in the
ghetto, her rapid transition from a
comfortable home to a naked
struggle for survival, make poignant
reading. Hannah's adult complexity
and fallibility are treated with an
honesty which perceptive teenage
readers might find provocative;
some problems don't have solutions.
There is no sensationalism here;
rather, this is a starkly presented
facet of the story which must be told
to succeeding generations. GF

Stravaganza: City of
Masks

****Mary Hoffman, Bloomsbury,
352pp, 0 7475 5533 8, £10.99
hbk
Bellezza, a city in Talia, set on water
where transport is by mandola and
which is ruled by a Duchessa has
many parallels with Venice. Cleverly
employed by Hoffman these are only
some of the dislocations of the
familiar in the first volume of a
trilogy, the title of which underlines
the unsettling or bizarre within the
established and expected.
A challenge to the established comes
in the opening pages when we meet
Arianna who has plans to become a
mandolier, a career open only to
males. But her plans to disguise
herself for the competition to select
mandoliers are disrupted when she
encounters teenage Lucien, who is a
stravagante. This ability allows him
to be transported between England
in modern times and sixteenth-
century Bellezza by means of a
talisman, a notebook. Lucien is
seriously ill with cancer, but
somehow his newly discovered gift
of travel in time and space renews
his strength as he engages more and
more with events in Bellezza. The
book revolves around a plot to seize

power in Bellezza, and there is much
opportunity for masks and disguises
and mistaken identity underlining
the deceptions on which Bellezza
and the Duchessa are predicated.
As well as the attractively drawn
young protagonists, there is a group
of fascinating adult characters,
mainly the Duchessa and her
confidante Rodolfo, and the
interesting Doctor William
Dethridge, another stravagante who
has travelled from Elizabethan
England but is now stranded in
Bellezza.
Hoffman has created a world which
is rich, colourful and dangerous; I
look forward to the subsequent
volumes in what is to be a trilogy. VC

Artificial Intelligence:
The Impact on our
Lives
NON-FICTION

***AlexWoolf, HodderWayland
'21st Century Debates', 64pp,
0 7502 3953 0, £12.99 hbk
Woolf gallops through the
development of what he persistently
refers to as 'A.I.' from Turing to
nanobots, and of course his text is
littered with picturesque examples.
We see how science, medicine,
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commerce, security, warfare and
entertainment are all potentiated by
A.I. Helpfully, we are shown the
downside (privacy-invasion, dodgy
gas-bills etc.) as well as the
advantages of mechanical decision-
making. We learn that the US army is
researching its use in battlefield
situations (but not battlefield-
avoidance, I dare say), but, most
cheering of all, Woolf tells us that 'so
far, no computer has shown the
genuine musical taste or intuition
possessed by some humans.' So far,
so good, then, but so what? TP

Alex Does Drugs
1842341103
Is Helen Pregnant?
1 84234 107 3

Jamal Is Overweight
184234111 1

Jon Drinks Alcohol
1 84234 106 5

Kate Smokes
Cigarettes
1 84234 108 1

Why Won't Kim Eat?
1 84234 109 X
NON-FICTION

***Janine Amos, Cherrytree
'Bodymatters', 32pp, £8.99
each hbk
Something strange has happened to
the photographs in these books.
They have been enhanced, no doubt
to make them 'cool', but the
psychedelic green and purple faces
are more peculiar than effective.
Furthermore, text is often
overprinted on to the pictures,
making it messy and difficult to read.
This is a pity, because the
information is excellent. Clearly
written in short sentences and basic
vocabulary, the books pull no
punches about the dangers inherent
in these behaviour patterns. There is
a great deal of precise information
about, for instance, different kinds of
drugs, what form they take, and how
they affect the body. On the left side
of each double-page spread, we
meet a particular 13-year-old with a
problem: smoking, alcohol depen-
dency, being overweight, etc., and on
the facing page, we are given
information about the problem. This
format works well, and we are able to
assess the various stages that the
teenager is going through by virtue
of the facts given. We see why this
particular child is prone to this
behaviour, through peer pressure,
stress, family tensions or
psychological difficulties. In each
case, the child pulls up and realises
what he or she is doing before it is
too late. (No, Helen is not pregnant!)
A good series, marred by over-
enthusiastic technology in the
illustrations.
There is a basic glossary and a list of
helpline phone numbers and/or
websites in each book. ES

Human Body Revealed
NON-FICTION

****

The Wall Street Crash
Alex Woolf, 0 7502 3571 3

The Fall of the Berlin
Wall
Pat Levy, 0 7502 3563 2
NON-FICTION

****HodderWayland 'Days that
Shook the World', 48pp, £11.99
each hbk
Two new titles from Hodder
Wayland's series on turning points in
20th-century history, we are still
feeling the repercussions of both
these events - in Germany and
throughout Europe, and in financial
markets around the globe. The Wall
Street Crash paints a vivid picture of
the background to the financial
mayhem that came at the close of a
decade epitomised by jazz bands
and speakeasies, by flappers and
sporting heroes like Babe Ruth. It
seemed as though the mood of
optimism and prosperity could go
on forever. There follows a dramatic
account of events leading up to
Black Tuesday, 29 October 1929,
when $14 billion was wiped off the
value of the stock market in a day.
The repercussions of the Crash and
the slide into Depression are clearly
described, not just in the USA but
around the world, particularly in
Germany where the misery of mass
unemployment was most strongly
felt. If the Wall Street Crash can be
seen as the trigger that helped divide
Europe, the fall of the Berlin Wall,
covered in the companion title,
removed the last barrier to a united
Europe. A more complex story
perhaps, but Levy provides clear
explanation of the political
conditions that eventually led to the
removal of a border that symbolised
the divisions of the Cold War.
Generous use of photographs,
extensive glossaries, timelines and
sources of further information
including websites, all contribute to
make these valuable resources for
the school library. SU

Dr Sue Davidson and Ben
Morgan, Dorling Kindersley,
40pp, 0 7513 4423 0, £7.99 hbk
Two old hands combine with a raft of
illustrators and designers to produce
a colourful anatomisation of our
physical self. MRI scan pictures,
thermographs, photomicrographs,
and artists' impressions all dance
gaily round the book's prime feature

transparent overlays and
underlays. These allow the reader to
practise virtual self-surgery, peeling
back layers of skull or abdomen at
will to examine what lies beneath
them. This is all good fun, DK style,
where complex explanations are
kept to a minimum and never
allowed to stand in the way of a
snappy headline or a startling image.
And 'startling' is the word, for that's
what this slimmish and agreeably
cheap volume is - a start-ling (i.e. a
small start) capable of engendering a
lifelong interest in blood and guts,
bones and muscles. The strange
thing is, though, that the body's
largest organ - the skin, gets scant
treatment on the last spread of all -
now that's where a book like this
should start, not finish. TP

One Small Suitcase
NON-FICTION

*****Barry Turner, Puffin, 128pp,
0141314699, £4.99 pbk
For ten months before the outbreak
of World War II, hundreds of trains
left Germany and Austria carrying
children en route to relatives and
foster homes in England. Bundled
into carriages by distraught parents
desperate to find a safe escape route
for their offspring, these bewildered
children embarked on their journey
clutching a precious doll or some
other memento of home and no
luggage other than a small suitcase
or bag. In this moving and
compassionate account of the
Kindertransport, the movement of
(mostly) Jewish children out of Nazi
Europe, the story is told in the words

of the children themselves. Barry
Turner draws upon interviews not
only with the young refugees as they
struggled to overcome homesickness
and adapt to a new way of life, but
also with the foster parents and
those who helped to organise the
transport. There are poignant tales of
children mothering younger siblings
and of terrible loneliness and
hardship, but there were also acts of
tremendous courage and generosity
amongst those who set up hostels or
provided schooling. Many of the
children never saw their parents
again, while those few who did track
down survivors found that the gulf
was too wide to bridge. Almost all
bore the scars of their experience.
Barry Turner sets the story of the
Kindertransport in its context as part
of the tragedy that engulfed Europe
and the wider world, but he also
urges us to make the comparison
with the refugee problem that is with
us still. A powerful and compelling
history lesson for a mature reader,
this extraordinary account is a fitting
tribute to the children whose lives
were utterly changed. SU

People Around the
World
NON-FICTION

***Antony Mason, Kingfisher,
256pp, 0 7534 0718 3, £19.99
hbk
Here is a book designed to celebrate
the diversity of humankind.
Continent by continent and country
by country, Mason shows us the
people who live there - what they
look like, what sort of lives they lead,
what sort of habitat they have and, to
judge by the number of happy
smiling teeth in the plentiful
pictures, how happy they are to be
who they are. While Mason tries hard
to be objective in his information,
the book cannot help but be a giant
tourist brochure for planet earth.
Spotless national costumes, flawless
complexions, idyllic land- and sea-
scapes, picturesque vernacular
pursuits draw the eye on every
spread and it's only when you find
the very useful statistical tables, that
the real picture of people around the
world emerges.
Here we discover that the life
expectancy for Malawian women is
only 46, that 334 people inhabit each
square kilometer in Belgium and in
East Timor the adult literacy rate is
15%. So, if, like he who wrote
Treasure Island, you believe that 'the
world is so full of such wonderful
things, I think we should all be as
happy as kings', this is the book for
you. However, although it reminds
me too much of the Empire Youth
Annual of my childhood to convince
me of its usefulness, no Martian
should leave home without a copy.
Oh, and to get back to the happy
smiling teeth, is it a coincidence that
there is a popular brand of herbal
dentifrice called - guess what -
Kingfisher? TP

REVIEWS 14+ Secondary/Adult
What the Birds See

*****Sonya Hartnett, Walker,
208pp, 0 7445 9093 0, £7.99 pbk
The strengths of What the Birds See,

which are considerable, are those of
an adult novel. It would be
particularly interesting to read in
schools with older teenage readers
doing literature courses, because it
explores with sensitivity and acute

psychological insight the private
ordeals of a lonely nine-year-old, an
age not too remote from intelligent
adolescents. The book is really a case
study rather than a story. At its fringe
is the mysterious vanishing of three

young Australian children, but this
event is so subdued in the telling
that it almost disappears from the
narrative. Its true subject is Adrian,
aged nine. Adrian is a quiet, nervous,
docile, unobtrusive little boy -
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'boring', according to his father, who
deserts him. Taken from his mother
because of her unspecified
inadequacies, he lives with his gran,
a reluctant if loving foster-parent
who feels too old to be tied to a
young child. His neurotic, damaged
uncle shares the house. At school he
has, and loses, one friend. His only
companions are three children
across the road, especially the eldest,
Nicole. Obedient, and needful of her
friendship, Adrian follows Nicole
into tragedy. Until the appalling
denouement, not much happens
except in Adrian's mind and heart,
where plenty does. The result is a
moving novel of childhood, but not a
children's book. PHo

G A R Y P A U L S E N

The Beet Fields

****Gary Paulsen, Red Fox
'Definitions', 160pp,
0 09 943965 4, £4.99 pbk
A character known only as 'The Boy'
quits his dysfunctional home and
learns how to survive and become a
man in 1950s' America. He takes
menial, transitory agricultural jobs
and eventually joins a fairground
set-up, which includes amongst its
attractions, the delicious, free-giving
Ruby.
Paulsen is a highly regarded writer.
This offering has an easy-going and
engaging style; Steinbeck comes to
mind with shades of an American
Cider with Rosie. It could serve to
make a useful introduction or
comparison with either. DB

The Facts Speak for
Themselves

*****Brock Cole, Macmillan Young
Picador, 160pp, 0 330 41549 2,
£8.99 pbk
'Doomed by circumstance. Our fate
was in the facts.'
Linda is taken into care when she
witnesses the murder of her mother's
employer by her mother's lover. The
social worker assigned to the case
writes:
'The subject is female, age thirteen...
She appears to be in good physical
health... She is small for her age but
sturdily built... Her periods are
scanty and irregular... sexually
active...repeatedly molested by her
mother's employer... No evidence of
collusion on the mother's part...
evidently very distraught...' (p!3) Do
the facts speak for themselves? Linda
doesn't think so and insists on

writing her own report of events.
The unfolding events seen from the
13-year-old's perspective are
shocking and challenging to
dominant cultural values. Linda's
mother seeks approval by falling into
serial relationships with unsuitable
men; she fails to bond with her
daughter and her parenting skills are
non-existent. Linda shows greater
self-reliance than any of the adults,
caring for her two younger brothers
and the elderly partner whom her
mother abandons when he has a
stroke and loses all of his money.
When she can no longer carry the
responsibility, Linda returns to her
mother and embarks on the fateful
sexual relationship with realtor, Jack
Green.
The Facts Speak for Themselves is
stylistically interesting. The
viewpoint in this first-person novel
is predominantly Linda's; her
conscious and subconscious
thoughts are explored through
shifting tenses. At one of the most
significant moments when Linda
recalls her first meeting with lack the
past events are retold through
present tense dialogue: a
reminiscence that lovers might have
when sharing a romantic moment
but at the same time a
psychologically significant conver-
sation with the dead man accused of
being her abuser and whom, she
insists, she 'liked a lot'. But in spite of
Linda's apparent complicity in the
loss of her virginity, the moment is
not pleasurable and reveals her
brittle suppression of emotion.
Many readers will find it disturbing
to confront the issues in The Facts
Speak for Themselves but the
strength of Cole's writing invites
reassessment and fresh thinking on
issues of adolescent sexuality and
child abuse, avoiding heavy-handed
didacticism. His style is
accomplished and taut without
sacrificing accessibility and in spite
of the dark content the lighter
touches of Linda's ironic
observations develop empathy for
the central character. A thought
provoking read for mature readers.

NG

The Last Virgin

***David Belbin, Hodder, 224pp,
0 340 85483 9, £4.99 pbk
An uncompromising title and a stark
picture of a condom wrapper
forewarn readers of the controversial
content of Belbin's latest book. Never
one to fight shy of difficult subjects -

most memorably the pupil-teacher
relationship in Love Lessons - in The
Last Virgin he seems to have
extended his range to embrace a
wide range of contentious issues.
Six female friends in their
penultimate year at school,
determined not to be the last to lose
their virginity, embark on a mission
to find the right person to sleep with.
Their exploits are rooted in the
expectation that fellow students
have sex much earlier, as young as
13. Such frankness is both refreshing
and alarming - this undoubtedly
entertaining book says much which
young people ought to read but may
unnerve the adults in their lives -
perhaps furnishing yet another
reason for buying it!
On occasion, the multiplicity of
focus diminishes the credibility of
the narrative - arranged marriages,
lesbian relationships, sperm donors
and disabled people all occupy
centre stage, forcing the characters
into subsidiary roles at the mercy of
the storyline rather than driving it
along. There are some improbable
scenarios - the immediate and
isolated seduction of a 13-year-old
boy by a girl two years his senior at a
church disco, the utter change of
heart of the novel's principal
Lothario, the self-consciously neat
happy ending.
These aside, Belbin's sure handling
of dialogue and bold choice of
subject matter will ensure that The
Last Virgin enjoys popularity - and
notoriety - amongst its readers -
clearly a winning combination. VR

America is Me

*****E R Frank, Simon & Schuster,
248pp, 0 689 83677 5, £7.99 pbk

America is a damaged boy - named
because his absent mother could not
be certain who his father was,
abused by his carer and deserted by
his family. After murdering his
abuser, he sleeps rough until he is
picked up by the support agencies
and the long process of re-
integration begins.
This book is effective on several
counts: the dialogue is entirely
credible, showing evidence of the
author's experience as a clinical
social worker, the narrative requires
readers to uncover the more
harrowing incidents for themselves
and America's eventual recovery is
totally believable.
There is no glib happy ending - only
America's understanding that he is
now ready to take the next step -

whatever that may be. Dr B,
America's analyst, is no Robin
Williams but a quiet, massive
stability who simply refuses to go
away - unique in America's life.
Although the book's frankness about
sexuality may alarm some teachers
and parents, this book should be
widely read. VR

Alchemy

*****Margaret Many, Collins
Flamingo, 272pp,
0 00 713135 6, £4.99 pbk
Aged 17, Roland continues to be
haunted by dreams which he has
been having since his childhood,
with the added complication that he
now sees his nightmares 'becoming
part of a roughly conforming,
everyday life'. This is only one of the
many aspects of change which that
'everyday life' is made to undergo in
a novel which explores the many
faces of transformation. In
particular, Mahy focuses on its
consequences for Roland and a
young woman called Jess Ferret, into
whose secret life he finds himself
increasingly drawn. Readers closely
acquainted with the Dewey Decimal
Classification system will know the
significance of the 540.1 grouping,
given a central role here, though few
will be ready for the numerous
manifestations of the 'magical and
mysterious power' which a mere
library category can hold. As with the
'Childe Roland' to whom he
occasionally compares himself,
Roland's quest to understand that
'power' involves a sequence of
dramatic and visionary encounters,
strongly Blakean in their resonances,
which will end in the dissolution of
what he calls his 'dislocation and
confusion'. It is a remarkable journey
of self-discovery, charted by a
novelist at the very peak of her
abilities. RD

PICTURE BOOKS AND
INFORMATION BOOKS
RELEVANT TO OLDER
READERS:
The Classic Tales of Hans
Christian Andersen (see p20)
Screw Loose, Screw Loose 4u2
read.ok, Friday Forever, Friday
Forever 4u2read.ok (see p22)
Through the Tempests Dark and
Wild: A Story of Mary Shelley
(see p23)
Human Body Revealed (see p26)
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CLASSICS IN SHORT No. 38
Brian Alderson

Well now - tell me:
when were the first 'secular' stories
published for children? By which I
mean tales of ordinary life - not conies
defees and not fables with a theological
burden.

Dispute the matter if you will,
but my guess is that the first collection
of such tales occurred in A Christmass-
Box for Masters and Misses by a certain
'Mary Homebred' which came out in
London in 1746. The stories were crude
enough, featuring characters like 'The
Good Boy' and 'The Undutiful Child',
and their purpose was to confirm the
profitability of Virtue and the mortal
dangers of Vice. Play ill-advisedly with
fire and you'll burn the house down.

That is unsurprising.
Awful warnings have been good copy
since God embargoed the apple-tree,
and persons in loco parentis are much
given to cautionary admonitions (which
may be depressingly negative but have
much more scope for dramatic
denouements than tales of cheery
success).

Prominent among nineteenth-century
examples

of such literature is the dismal tale of
Eric whose decline from chippy
youngster, setting off for boarding-
school, to remorseful teenage corpse is
chronicled with much fervour by
Frederic Farrar in 1858. He was a
schoolmaster at Harrow at the time and
his book, which drew upon that
experience and on his recollections of
his own schooldays at King William's
College on the Isle of Man, was a long-
selling success, going through over
thirty printings before his death in 1903.

The stages of Eric's decline
are presaged in Chapter One, where his
gifted nature is said to be flawed by
pride and by 'an imperious passion', and
once he gets to school these defects
prevent him for confronting his moral
failings. He connives at cribbing; he
cheerfully swears; he fails to condemn
foul language and other dubious
practices in the dorm (although it's hard
to know what Farrar's innocent youthful
readers made of his darkly menacing
references to Kibroth-Hattaavah and
'the most fatal curse which could ever
become rife in a public school'). Later
on Eric succumbs to the lure of smoking,
drinking, and running up debts at The
Jolly Herring and there is no escape. His
bid for freedom by running-off as cabin-
boy in a trading-schooner is calamitous
and he returns home where he gains
forgiveness before entering 'the land
where there is no more curse'.

E R I C

OR, LITTLE BY LITTLE

A TALE OF ROSLYN SCHOOL

BY

FREDERIC W. FARRAR

'Didn't I "Eric" 'em splendidly?' asked Beetle at the end of
Stalky & Co., having gleefully spoofed his seniors with a

homily in the manner of Frederic Farrar's
his author from the very first page of his
story. (Farrar is not above killing off the
two angelic youths who are most likely
to reform his hero's character.)
Nevertheless, for all its likeness to a
'highly-coloured novelette', as the
magazine Vanity Fair remarked in 1891,
it is still worthy of attention. 'It is
powerful and readable' said John Rowe
Townsend in Written for Children in
1965 (the best edition of that 'outline')
and, more importantly, it projected 'a
view of life in which everything
matters'.

It has been suggested
that Eric was directly inspired by Tom
Brown's Schooldays which had been
published a year earlier. That could be
true but is irrelevant in that the two
books are very different: the one a
loose, near-autobiographical promulg-
ation of Thomas Arnold's attempts to
reform public-school education, the
other schematic in conveying its moral
purposes. For tales with no such
ulterior motives one must wait for Billy
Bunter - or the thrills and spills of The

Farrar's method in telling his tale
combines the determinist moralising as
first seen in A Christmass-Box with his
own brand of Anglican evangelising.
Poor old Eric must thus battle not only
against his own shortcomings but also
against the doom prepared for him by

LONDON

A. & C. BLACK, SOHO SQUARE
1902

'With a wild shriek he fell headlong down.' Vernon
meets his death in Eric, from a 1915 edition.

Chocolate War.
Mr Townsend expressed a wish

that Eric might be reissued and in 1971
found himself engaged in introducing
just such a reprint in a short-lived
series published by Hamish Hamilton.
And now Eric returns again as a
photographic facsimile of a 1902
edition, printed in double-column,
with a substantial account of its author
by Ian Anstruther*. He includes several
unusual appendices, including Pusey
on Masturbation, and the wickedly
satiric profile from Vanity Fair, but,
alas, does not enlighten us about
Kibroth-Hattaavah. (Can any gentle
reader explain?) His enterprise should
also leave us with the sobering thought
that every generation from Mary
Homebred's onward has had its moral
tales which seem preposterous to those
who come later. If books and literary
critics are around in a hundred and
forty years' time what sport they may
make with such contemporary
effusions as Junk? •

*The illustrations by Gordon Browne are
taken from Dean Farrar and 'Eric' by Ian
Anstruther, Haggerston Press (2002,
1 869812 19 0, £19.95).

Brian Alderson is founder of the Children's
Books History Society and children's book
consultant for The Times.


